
Harold_Rarius and RobinBarnes87 
Harold_Rarius: looks at Robin and smiles such a beautiful song 

RobinBarnes87: *smiles as I take your hand*...I would love to. 

Harold_Rarius: twirls her in my arms and walks to the dance floor with her 

RobinBarnes87: *laughs softly as he twirls me, wrapping arms around his neck as we 

move to the music* 

Harold_Rarius: slides my hands across her waist... moving slowly with the music ... looking into her 

beautiful eyes 

Al_dente_: watches the two on the dancefloor 

RobinBarnes87: *hips swaying losing myself in his eyes as we dance* 

Harold_Rarius: bends into her ... singing softly against ears... moving with the music .. lost in those 

eyes ... smiles such beauty ... breathtaking 

Al_dente_: winks at harold as he passes.... what a charmer ! 

RobinBarnes87: *listens to his soft words, blushing under his gaze* 

Harold_Rarius: smiles and moves slowly on the dance floor... tips his hat to the Dj! 

D r a z: smiles  

RobinBarnes87: *winks at Draz*...he plays the best music 

D r a z: winks back  

Harold_Rarius: arches her slowly in my arms ... and then lifting back up .. pressing against her 

smiling 

RobinBarnes87: *smiles at Harold's smooth moves* 

Harold_Rarius: smiles ... twirls her gently in and out ... then holding her close in my arms... cheeks 

against her's as I softly caress her sides dancing with the music 

RobinBarnes87: *twirls round, landing against his chest arms around me, moving sweetly 

to the music* 

RobinBarnes87: *smiles up at Harold*...thank you, that was lovely 

Harold_Rarius: tips his hat ... my pleasure 

RobinBarnes87: *winks at Harold, sliding back onto my stool for a long sip of wine* 

D r a z: smiles at  robin   and   HR   ...........   wipes  the bar  and refills the glasses  

Al_dente_: winks at HR.. ... nice job! 

Harold_Rarius: smiles and sips his scotch ... slides $100 to the very talented bar tender 

Harold_Rarius: thanks Al... 

D r a z: tills the  bills  ..... ty HR  

Al_dente_: smiles at robin.... nice bit of dancing there. 

RobinBarnes87: thank you Al it was fun and arousing 
Al_dente_: hmmm I'm sure...  It looked that way! 

 

lady-wolf 
lady-wolf: oh ilove this song slips from her bar stoll ad she slowly walks to the dance 

floor her step sure and light as she slowly start to sway to the beat of the music as she 

slowly runs her small hands slowly down over her large full breast 

D r a z: smiles watchin   wolf    ...watching everything move together  



lady-wolf: closer her eyes as she lose her self in the beat of themusic as her hips softly 

sway and rock to the beat of the music 

D r a z: watches as  the body matches  the mnusic sowell 

sara a9: watches the sensual movements of the Lady and sips again upon the drink 

lady-wolf:   moves her hisp to the beat of themusic as she slowly runs on and down over 

her large full breast leting side down her flat tummy asshe toss her head back roking her 

body to the beat her moves sure and soft 

D r a z: smiles watching the beat invade the body  as wolf   moves so sensualy 

lady-wolf: the soft light above the dance floor softly shinning down on her soft skin 

making it shim like a hunber stars in the sky asshe truns and looks at Draz her eyes 

asmoke Blue as she slowly runs the tip of her toung across soft full red lips 

D r a z: looks into  the blue eyes and then watchs the    shimmering body  move 

seductively   .....   abnd the tongue  inviting     

lady-wolf: Looks at Sara and wiggles a fringer at her to come join me  

sara a9: slides from the bar stool, steps one foot in front of the other to approach the 

Lady, then moves in tandem with her 

D r a z: grins watching sara  join wolf  and the wtow girls synchronising their moves  

lady-wolf: watchs Sara moving closer as she reach out and runs a long nail slowly down 

her soft cheek as she slowly moves her body to the beat of the music 

sara a9: feels the drag of the nail, a bit of red comes to the cheeks, but I manage to 

continue the slow sensual movements with her, step a little closer to let my hand rest 

upon her side 

D r a z: watching as  both girls move so well together   

lady-wolf: moves to where i am looking as Sara as i reach down and pick up her soft hand 

and place it on my hip as i place my soft hand on her smooth Shourld and rock my hips to 

the best  

Master_joe: somethng very cold Draz please 

D r a z: grins to see the girls move as one 

D r a z: pours joe a  very cold beer   

sara a9: my hand glides a little upon the luscious curve of her hip and as we continue to 

move along the floor, her smile is so radiant, almost to match her lovely red hair 

Master_joe: slides a bill to..gulps cold beer 

lady-wolf: slowly  rocks my body to the beat as i lean in and whispers softly in her ear  

you move like a dancer  

sara a9: smiles and gives the hair a toss....you are the dancer, you make it very easy to 

follow along 

D r a z: watches .........the two dancers    ...........   both  moving so sensually   

lady-wolf: oves behind Sara and pulls her back in to me as i wrap my arms arond her hips 

pulling her tight as i rock in to her feeling her body sway in to mine as we move s one the 

lights from over the dance floor shining down making are skin shimer  

sara a9: turns to lightly place a kiss upon her near cheek, not leaving a lip mark upon her 

cheek, and then my arms reach back and the hands go upon her as we continue the 

gliding along the floor, body to body as we move with each other 

D r a z: growls  to see the two  girls move together across  the floor 



lady-wolf: moveing as one as we glide across the dance floor feeling her warm 

bodypressedin to mine as she close her eyes 

lady-wolf: slowly dancs to the bar as she slowly slides back on to her bar stool and takes 

a drink of her drink 

Master_joe:    

lady-wolf: wy Thank You 

lady-wolf:  do you guys enjoy the show smiles 

D r a z: smiles and applads wolf  

Master_joe: loved it 

Master_joe: hotttt 

D r a z:   it was great well done  

lady-wolf: why Thank You 

 

 

Lauren C 

Lauren C: jumping up doing a slow turn with hands over my head and S moves with my 

body to the tune 

Lauren C: Butt, hips tummy and chest rolling thorough the S  

greygriffin20: woohoo 

Lauren C: Jeans, and blouse tight as I move the finger running through my hair  

D r a z: smiles  watching   the  ripple  through lauren   and every thing  tight   on her  

Lauren C: Moving around my seat moving swaying not sure why, but loving the tunes 

D r a z: grins    seeing the buttons on  theblouse strain to contain  her  asshe  moves   

Lauren C: Running my hands up and down my sides, hips and tusy moving hair swaying 

as I do 

D r a z: smiles to  seee the girls  bounce aslauren   moves    

Lauren C: Walks around the room smiles as I shake what my moma gave me 

D r a z: grins  seeing that  pert  butt    shake     

Lauren C: Smiles at Draz, slapping my tushy the jeans tighter then what I should wear  

D r a z: smiles as i see  every  thing clinging tiht to  the nubile  body   

Lauren C: Walks over to World taking his wrist in my hand, checking his paulse giggles as 

i lean over brushing my blouse over his cheeks 

D r a z: grins  at Lauren ,,,,,,,,,,,,,should  i call the coroner  

WorldMadeOfCardboard: lol 

WorldMadeOfCardboard: sorry, was in my own little world 

Lauren C: I am not sure Draz, he may need help smiles 

Lauren C: Turning wiggles my jean covered tushy to him, thinking this is the last test for 

life 

D r a z: smiles  to see the  taut   jeans stretch over the pertt butt   and the blouse   barely 

containing  the breasts 

WorldMadeOfCardboard: lol nice lauren 



Lauren C: Whew he is alive cancle the 911 call, my hands on the arms of his chair arching 

my back to him letting silk slide from his chest up to his face  

D r a z: grins to  see  that  cuteface    with  impish grin as she teases  Card  

WorldMadeOfCardboard: *winks at lauren playfully* 

Lauren C: Jumping up rolling my tongue for the R's, moving free and open as the latin 

beat comes over me  

D r a z: the latin beat  shaking through every part of  lauren ...  

Lauren C: Shaking, and walking to Grey letting my fingers slide over his cheek shaking 

infront of him 

greygriffin20: woohoo *grining as she shakes in front of me* 

D r a z: that body is on  fire  

Harold_Rarius: for sure ... very delicious 

Lauren C: Leaning forward, the silk blouse straining to hold my chest in, brushing each 

cheek with the side of a breast  

D r a z: smiles   to  see the  breast   bounce to  the beat   ......the   buttons straining  

greygriffin20: *bites bottom lip as as i enjoy he teaseing and sultry movement* 

Lauren C: Hips shaking, hands on the arms of his chair, hair falling around us.  Smiles the 

cheek against he silk so devine and soft 

greygriffin20: *hands also on the arms of the chair trying to keep composure and enjoy 

without touching* hehe 

miss evie: wonderful 

Lauren C: Waves a hello to Evie, as I move and shake for Grey.  Giggles at Draz, he is still 

alive also 

miss evie: hello Lauren 

D r a z: i  think  you are  the resurrection  force  lauren  

Lauren C: Stepping away smiles giving Grey a good shake and S move, fingers run 

through my hair 

greygriffin20: *winks back* 

D r a z: the body snaking  as it shakes  .........    

Lauren C: Struting letting the latin beat all but consume me winks to Evie as I sway my 

hips moving closer to her chair  

miss evie: looks up watching every movement closely 

Lauren C: My hands on her arm rests rolling my head my hair flying and drapping around 

my face 

miss evie: watches closely,,, my eyes captivated my her swaying hips 

Lauren C: Noticing her eyes, I roll and thrust my hips to the rythem, leaning over the silk 

blouse seeming to lose it's strugle to restrain my chest 

greygriffin20: *tilts head as i watch Laurens movements* 

Lauren C: Snaping a turn my butt shaking in tight jeans, fingers running thourgh my hair  

D r a z: that blouse is going to burst open soon  

miss evie: my eyes trace over every inch of her, my breth grows slower heavier  

Lauren C: Winks at Draz, my fingers pop one the two bottens, turning a 360 slow 

showing the room clevage and the top of my breasts 

D r a z: smiles to  see  the breasts    pilowing  out   of the top  



greygriffin20: woohoo 

miss evie: shifts my eyes to her cleavage then back to her gyrating hips 

Lauren C: As i turn back to Evie's seat, fingers run through my hair first arching hips and 

then chest 

miss evie: loooks at her wanting to touch her 

Lauren C: Doing one then another slow 360 turn 

miss evie: oh my oh  

Lauren C: Winks at Evie letting her know some touching is ok 

miss evie: reaches out trying to touch her thigh 

Lauren C: The new beat, bouncing jiggles and moves to it  

miss evie: slides forward in my chair to get closer 

Lauren C: Moving out more to the center of the room moving shaking and bouncing  

D r a z: grins  as  we watch lauren  shake everything  

D r a z: walks over to card  and lifts  his  jaw  

WorldMadeOfCardboard: thanks draz 

Lauren C: Giggles at Draz, yes we were kind of worried about him 

Lauren C: Turning swaying to the beat, the jeans and blouse hugging my body 

D r a z: smiles watching lauren  as the beat invades  her   and everything shakes  

Lauren C: Walking to where I was sitting taking my drink glass, sipping it and then 

sucking an ice cube hard in my lips 

greygriffin20: *bites bottom lip as i watch* 

D r a z: those lips will surely melt  the ice ,,,,,,,miss hot lips  

Lauren C: Fanning my face, smiles at the room, smiles glad everyone is still alive 

greygriffin20:    

D r a z: woo hoo 

D r a z:   thabnks lauren  that livened  everyone   up 

D r a z:   great little dance 

D r a z:     smiles  

miss evie: licks my lips* 

Lauren C: Not sure it is up date worthy but did get the room moving smiles at Draz, 

giving his cheek a kisss 

Harlequin Harlot 

Harlequin Harlot: checks out the tune while on a dance stage 

Gabriela92: go, go, go, HH!!!! 

D r a z: grins looking over at gabri and   HH 

shy blue eyed t bear:    

danno_: woo hoo 

Harlequin Harlot: continues the little sway and grabs the nearby pole 

Gabriela92: turns my stool to watch HH 

D r a z: watches  as   HH  moves to  the  tune    ... those hips hypnotic  

RobinBarnes87: *watches HH from my perch on grey's lap* 

Gabriela92: I might need a beer for this, Draz!!! 



Harlequin Harlot: spins on the heels and grabs the pole....continues the slow rock of my 

ass 

danno_: watches how that blue dress hugs HH as she dances 

D r a z: passes gabri an ice cold beer  .... winks   

Gabriela92: wooooooo, HH!!! so hot!!! 

Harlequin Harlot: rocks the hips side to side and spins again.....struts to the front of the 

stage and continues the hard sway of the hips 

D r a z:  grins watching  that  ass  rock side  to side   

shy blue eyed t bear:   for her beer draz 

Harlequin Harlot: spins around, slaps the ass and leans over to give the ass a good wiggle 

D r a z: tills the bills  

Gabriela92: rolls my shoulders to the tune, watching HH mesmerize the crowd. 

Harlequin Harlot: stands up, spins again, rocks again, struts back to the pole and grabs 

on 

Gabriela92: ty, Bear. 

D r a z: smiles as i hear the smack  

shy blue eyed t bear: yw 

Harlequin Harlot: a slower rock to the tune 

Harlequin Harlot: holds the pole, dips and raises 

shy blue eyed t bear:   @ gabi 

Harlequin Harlot: sways a little more, spins and leans over 

RobinBarnes87: *watches the spins* 

Harlequin Harlot: runs a hand up the ass, smacks it again 

greygriffin20: woots at the smack 

Harlequin Harlot: backs to the pole and reaches, continues the sway and dip 

RobinBarnes87: *shivers and watches* 

D r a z: those strong thighs   are enticing 

Harlequin Harlot: grinds my ass to the pole, then spins and grabs the pole and grinds to it 

Harlequin Harlot: pauses....winks to the audience 

Harlequin Harlot: starts the sway again, steps away slowly from the pole 

shy blue eyed t bear: *takes* a drink 

Harlequin Harlot: spins and runs the hands up and down my body 

Harlequin Harlot: hands go behind the head, the hips swivel and thrust 

D r a z: watches those hands enviously  

Harlequin Harlot: a couple of forward thrusts, then a few rolls 

Gabriela92: what a body... 

RobinBarnes87: *smiles and slides out* 

D r a z:  wee sure are thunderstruck  .. 

Harlequin Harlot: steps back, grabs the pole and continues the roll of the hips 

Harlequin Harlot: the right hand runs on the leg, pulls the dress up 

Harlequin Harlot: spins and pulls the left side a bit higher 

danno_: well, its not "no repeat saturday" lol, but such a great song, and hot dancer will 

let it slide lol 



Harlequin Harlot: grabs the pole and snaps the hips left and right, with a lewd dip thrown 

in for good measure 

D r a z: growls as  the skirt slides  up those strong thighs  

Harlequin Harlot: tugs the dress higher, rests to the pole, widens the legs and rides the 

back up and down the pole 

Harlequin Harlot: hands run up the legs, up my body 

greygriffin20:    woohoo 

Harlequin Harlot: rises again, steps to the front, sways, wiggles and spins. pulls the dress 

higher and rolls the hips, wiggles and jiggles the ass 

Harlequin Harlot: pauses....slows the gyrations 

Harlequin Harlot: stands again, pauses...sneaks in a couple quick breaths 

greygriffin20: any higher and the dress will be a shirt 

greygriffin20: hehe 

Gabriela92: any higher and the dress will be... spectacular! 

D r a z: those breast rise and fal l with  each breathe  

Harlequin Harlot: steps deliberately to the pole, grabs with one hand and starts a new dip 

and roll 

Gabriela92: love this song 

Harlequin Harlot: tugs the dress higher, then goes ahead and peels it off.....leaving the 

barely there bra and g string 

Gabriela92: gasps.... 

Gabriela92: wow... 

greygriffin20: *claps* woohoo 

D r a z:  whistles  

Gabriela92: mmmmm, yes 

D r a z:  such a hot fit body    

Harlequin Harlot: steps slowly in the heels, making sure the breasts jiggle just so, the v in 

the g string well on display 

shy blue eyed t bear: *orders* another beer   

Harlequin Harlot: spins and runs the hand again on the ass....looks back and licks the lips 

D r a z: pours a cold beer and slips it over  to bear  

Gabriela92: finds my fingers involuntarily starting to trace up and down the insides of my 

thighs as I watch HH gyrate erotically 

Harlequin Harlot: spins again and continues the sway and rock of the hips 

shy blue eyed t bear: ty 

shy blue eyed t bear:   gabi 

D r a z:  growls   watching    those teasing hands     

shy blue eyed t bear: <shups 

Harlequin Harlot: a hand cups a breast, squeezes it....the other slowly runs up the leg and 

puases between my opened legs 

Gabriela92: squirms as I imagine what HH's hands are feeling 

Harlequin Harlot: rocks on my hand, pauses again....and leaves the hand in place 



Harlequin Harlot: pulls the hand away and starts again....struts to the pole and drapes 

the leg around, rises up and down on the pole 

Harlequin Harlot: sways the shoulders and dips again 

shy blue eyed t bear: <keeps thoughts silnt 

Harlequin Harlot: pulls from the pole and rests it as the hips keep moving 

D r a z: watches  that tight body  rocking to and fro  and side  to side   

Harlequin Harlot: hands go above the head to hold the pole...and the slow rock of the 

hips continues 

Al_dente_: <sighs a long slow sigh....... 

Harlequin Harlot: grinds to the pole.....and drops the leg, steps back to the stage..... 

shy blue eyed t bear:    

D r a z: HH sure raising hell    

Harlequin Harlot: continues the in place rocking of the hips 

Harlequin Harlot: looks out at the audience, spins again and drops to the knees and leans 

back and shrugs the shoulders 

Al_dente_: admires the curves.... 

Harlequin Harlot: sways and rocks the body, hands all over myself and again one works 

between my legs 

D r a z: smiles watching those hips    and the fingers slowly caressing  

Harlequin Harlot: spins around and lies back, arches the body and thrusts to the ceiling 

danno_: realises i finished my beer minutes ago, causally brings it down from my lips 

hoping no one noticed, orders another 

Al_dente_: the outfit leaving little to the imagination 

shy blue eyed t bear:    

Harlequin Harlot: hands again over my body, spins around and sits up, legs opened and 

pauses 

Al_dente_: hmmmm nice view 

greygriffin20:    

Harlequin Harlot: spins around and stands, starts the slow and slightly lewd sway of the 

hips 

Harlequin Harlot: the head falls back, the thrusts continue, then I back to the pole 

D r a z: those lewd  moves sure doing their work  

Harlequin Harlot: holds the pole and dips again, the slow gyration continues as the body 

rises 

shy blue eyed t bear:    

Harlequin Harlot: another slap of the ass, again the leg drapes around the pole and I 

sway around it 

Harlequin Harlot: drops the leg and backs to the pole and continues the roll and sway of 

the hips, hand again at random over my body 

D r a z:  such a sweet hot body        

greygriffin20: woohoos at the slap 

Harlequin Harlot: lowers the head, gives the pouty look and holds 



Al_dente_: grins.... 

Harlequin Harlot: smiles and grabs the pole and rocks the ass and hips hard 

D r a z: such a sultry   temptress  

Harlequin Harlot: tries to snap them off each way, then dips and grinds to the pole again 

Harlequin Harlot: spins around, steps a couple feet away and drops to the knees 

Harlequin Harlot: rocks and sways the body, legs spread again, feeling the perspiration 

soak the bra and g string 

Harlequin Harlot: cups one of my breasts, licks the lips while I tease the nipple.... 

Harlequin Harlot: does the other....and smiles, spins around and stands 

Harlequin Harlot: leans and rolls the hips, gives the ass a little jiggle and holds 

D r a z: those drips ofperspiration going all over the places eyes are fixed on 

Al_dente_: the damp material clinging tightly 

Harlequin Harlot: nods the head to the new tune, spins again and grabs the pole again, 

sways right and left 

Harlequin Harlot: the bra and g string soaked, but I dont care....the sensation of the 

material is wonderful 

Harlequin Harlot: sways again, rolls the hips and smiles.... 

D r a z: thosehips   so   mesmerising     ... 

shy blue eyed t bear:    

greygriffin20: woohoo 

Harlequin Harlot: steps to the front of the stage, leans over to show off the low cut bra, 

jiggles the boobs 

Harlequin Harlot: stands, spins and leans over, hands run up and down my ass 

Al_dente_: the movement .. the taught wet material.....   hmmm 

Harlequin Harlot: gives the ass a slap, then another and spins, sways while moving back 

to the pole 

Harlequin Harlot: feels the pole, sways against it, drapes the leg around 

Harlequin Harlot: glides up and down the pole, head back, the mouth again forming that 

pouty shape 

Harlequin Harlot: grinds up and down to the beat 

D r a z: grins watching HH 

Harlequin Harlot: sways the hips 

rhymes_with_carrot: see that annie 

Al_dente_: enjoying the feminine curves on display 

Harlequin Harlot: lets the leg loose, and backs again to the pole, sways and runs the hand 

up and down the body 

rhymes_with_carrot: remember when i danced on a pole for you 

rhymes_with_carrot: you don't want to have anything bigger than the owners 

Annie5029: better 

danno_: g'day annie, hi carrot 

Harlequin Harlot: decides a break is in order....and steps from the stage 

D r a z: yes thanks 

Gabriela92: perfect, annie 



danno_: awesome dance HH 

D r a z:   woo hoo  HH 

Harlequin Harlot: smiles, bows in appreciation 

Gabriela92: fantastic, HH 

D r a z:    stands and applauds    HH ................ greatlittle  dancer   

Gabriela92: brings HH an ice water to cool that sizzling body. 

Al_dente_: stands and applauds HH 

Al_dente_: then quickly sits down again 

Harlequin Harlot: thank you Gabi 

D r a z:        super  hot dance HH  .......thank you 

Harlequin Harlot: grabs the dress from the stage and slips it back on, tugs a bit to get it 

back to the proper fit 

greygriffin20: thanks for the show    

greygriffin20:    

Harlequin Harlot: my pleasure , it was fun 

Al_dente_: dress be blowed.. the image of that tight underwear seared into my imag 

 

Harlequin Harlot: steps onto the stage again and does a few poses to help Al....and smiles 

D r a z: watches as HH  gets up on stage .... 

D r a z: smiles    good poses   

shy blue eyed t bear: *leans* back in chair 

Harlequin Harlot: steps off and grabs a chair, sets the chair down, drapes a leg over the 

back and hikes the dress up a little 

Al_dente_: smiles....  thanks HH   but my imagination has you sans dress 

Harlequin Harlot: pulls off and takes a seat, brings one leg up and widens the legs to let 

the dress ride up the legs 

Harlequin Harlot: spins on the chair, leans back just enough for the breasts to push up 

toward the lights 

Al_dente_: hmmm nice view..... 

Harlequin Harlot: runs a hand up the leg, pauses a moment 

D r a z: watches the  lithe  body   as HH  bends and  teases  

danno_: very nice view 

Harlequin Harlot: spinds around, stands, straddles the chair and rests the arms on the 

back and smiles 

Harlequin Harlot: turns around, leans forward, pushes the ass back to the chair and leans 

forward as much as possible 

greygriffin20: *makes sure im not drooling as i enjoy the chair dance* 

Harlequin Harlot: rocks slightly side to side, sits up, spins one leg around to straddle the 

chair 

Harlequin Harlot: pulls the dress a bit higher, shows off the equally dark blue g string 

danno_: sips my beer 

D r a z:      grins watching  



Harlequin Harlot: stands, rests a knee onto the chair, leans over and slowly sways the 

hips, gives a little roll and looks back over a shoulder 

Al_dente_: wonders if all the wetness is sweat from the dancing 

D r a z: that seductive litte  minx  

Harlequin Harlot: brings a hand up the leg, pauses, looks back and winks......the hand 

disappears 

Harlequin Harlot: spins around, drops onto the chair, spreads the legs apart and sits back, 

runs a hand up each leg and my body 

danno_: watches the dancing and magic show 

Harlequin Harlot: up to my breasts, down again and rests them on each exposed thigh 

Al_dente_: hmmm squirms in my seat 

Harlequin Harlot: decides that is probably more than sufficient....and sits up and walks 

over the stage..... 

D r a z:   wild little woman  

greygriffin20: lol wonderful yet again    

Harlequin Harlot: steps off but cant help but lean over once more to let the dress ride 

up.... 

Crossing the Rub1con: bravo 

D r a z:  smiles and watches     the dress  ride again ... 

D r a z:  perfection  

danno_: reluctantly slips out, time to run a few errands, thanks HH for the super hot 

dancing, and Vio just leave the card with draz after your shopping spree lol 

Harlequin Harlot: steps to the bar and slides onto the barstool, motions for a martini 

D r a z:  on its way    HH 

 

Gabriela92 and Lauren C 

Gabriela92: bobs my head to the opening beats..... 

Lauren C: Moving mine side to side, hair going right and left 

Lauren C: Moving my body some, feeling the loud hard driving beat 

D r a z: smiles watching  you two 

Lauren C: Leans and bumps Gabriela as we move to the music 

Gabriela92: bites my lip.. turns myself and bangs hips with Lauren. 

Gabriela92: slithers my hands up and down Laurens ribs as the bell tolls. 

Gabriela92: rolling my shoulders slowly left and right 

Gabriela92: head snapping in the opposite direction to the slides 

Lauren C: My hips bumping back at Gabriela, arches some and shivers with the fingers on 

my ribs 

D r a z: smiles watching    as gabri  pulls  lauren into  the   tune  

Lauren C: My head moving forward back side to side hair flying  

Gabriela92: swivels my hips side to side 

Lauren C: My hand going to Gabriela's hip feeling her move and sway, as my hips match 

the motions 



D r a z:   smiles and slaps  out the beat on the bar  

Gabriela92: gyrates my pelvis in smooth, slow circles, with a little snap at the end of each 

rotation. 

Lauren C: Rolling my hips, nd thighs in a fluid motion, they reaching sides and fron back 

in time with the music 

D r a z: grins watching  you  2  

Lauren C: Moving my chest and shoulders, stepping a little to the new beat  

Gabriela92: steps back, smiles at Lauren, and snaps my head down and up, flipping my 

hair up and over my head and shoulders. 

Lauren C: Hands over my head, turning my hips and body moving.  Hair trailing behind 

me in long locks 

D r a z: the rock beat  running through us all   

Gabriela92: arms hang loosely at my sides, I lean backwards at the waist and shimmy my 

shoulders, shaking my chest at the ceiling. 

Lauren C: Rolling my chest, hips out and back as I turn letting the music flow over me  

Lauren C: Jumps up and down to the beat, breasts and chest moving with me, my hands 

sliding up and down my sides and hips 

D r a z:  grins  watching  the rythmn move  you both  

Gabriela92: Stomps in a mock march around the dance floor, pumping my arms. 

Lauren C: As Gabriela marches around me, I turn spins shaking my chest, hips, butt to 

the beat  

D r a z: grins watching  and stomping my feeet    

Lauren C: Little beads of sweat running down my cheeks, neck and under my silk blouse 

Gabriela92: unsnaps the top of my jeans and lowers the zipper a couple inches 

D r a z: growls watching as      the zipper  goes down  

Lauren C: Bitting my lip, seeing sensing what Gabriela is doing, smiles.  Letting my hands 

slide softly up and down my, now damp blouse 

Gabriela92: folds down the top edge, revealing a glimpse of the panty waistband all the 

way around. 

Gabriela92: waves my arms overhead, swaying to the guitar jam. 

D r a z: watches  as  the     arms  go up  and those breasts  jiggle  

Lauren C: Moving arond the dance floor, letting the front of my body brush against 

Gabriela's back, as my finger toy with the bottons of my blouse 

Gabriela92: backs into Lauren a bit 

Lauren C: Hands over my head, after top two bottons were undone, then bouncing, 

swaying, shaking to the beat  

D r a z: grins     boob a licious      

Lauren C: Winks, at Draz, yeah they do get noticed usally  

Gabriela92: turns around and finishes unbuttoning Lauren's blouse, then knots the 

shirttails just above her belly button. 

Gabriela92: steps forward and pushes our pelvises together, sliding lightly side to side 

Lauren C: Arms over my head as Gabriela modifys the blouse giggles,  The silk so tight 

over my chest bouncing more my hands on her hips 

D r a z: watches    the bodies moving to stightly  together   



Lauren C: The lace of my bra showing through the blouse, my hands leaving Gabriela's 

hips as I start my spins and jumps again 

Gabriela92: helps Lauren by unsnapping her jeans and folding the top down like mine. 

Lauren C: Moving my hips, the baby blue waist band of my panties showing 

D r a z:  smiles watching the bellie ripple 

Gabriela92: dances close and rests my hands on the top curve of Lauren's sweet round 

buns, just above the panties. 

Gabriela92: runs my fingertips slowly back and forth from her spine to her hip bones and 

back again. 

Lauren C: Glancing back, then jerking my hips right left right, pushing my butt back and 

chest out as I feel Gariela's hands on my back 

Lauren C: Does a long slow S move with my back as  I feel the fingers 

D r a z: watches  as       you both   move in unison to  the tune  

Gabriela92: rolls up the front of my t-shirt and tucks it under the bottom edge of my bra, 

exposing my bare tummy 

Lauren C: Turns facing Gabriela, swaying my hips as my finger tips run along her tummy 

above the painties waist band  

Gabriela92: shudders and draws in a quick gasp of air. 

Lauren C: Finger tips around her meeting at her spine, then slide to the front so softly  

Gabriela92: dances in even closer, our tummies brushing lightly across one another 

Lauren C: My hands running through Gabreila's hair arching my tummy to hers moving 

slow with the beat  

Gabriela92: the fabric of our tops grazing across each other. 

D r a z: grins    watching  as  tummy meets tummy   

D r a z: smiles  seeing the breasts     touching   

Lauren C: Rolling my head back, my hair hanging down as i shake my head the hair flying 

about 

Gabriela92: reaches around Lauren and slips my thumbs inside the folded-down edge of 

her jeans, nudging them slowly down over her smooth, firm buns until their just under 

the edge where they meet her legs 

Lauren C: The baby blue thong showing, rolling my hips and butt 

D r a z: smiles watching  as hips and but roll  with beat   

Gabriela92: drums my hands to the beat on both of Lauren's soft but well-toned buns 

Lauren C: My finger reaching out taking Gabriela's back in then, sliding up and down her 

skin, bitting my lip.  Then I do the same rolling hers down exposing her tushy 

Lauren C: Shaking my buns in tune with the beat and Gabriela's fingers 

Gabriela92: shimmies a little to help Lauren lower my jeans 

D r a z: taps  out the beat as i  weatch the shaking and quivering butts   

Lauren C: Hands and fingers slide over Gabriela's buns, feeling tapping a beat cupping 

them 

Lauren C: Pushing my chest into hers 

Gabriela92: lets my hands slide up Lauren's exposed back to her shoulder blades, firmly 

pushing her even tighter against my chest. 

D r a z:  smiles    watching       



Lauren C: Smiles at Greg, as I push into Gabriela more cupping shaking her buns to the 

beat  

Gabriela92: Lauren and I have been dancing, Greg. 

mayhem_greg: fun smiles and watches 

Lauren C: I am being schooled on dancing giggles 

mayhem_greg: lol  

Gabriela92: It's a Ph.D. program, Lauren... you're very advanced. 

Lauren C: Well I have moved and shaked, just a little  

 

 

 

 

Gabriela92 and Kelleen 

Gabriela92: tuuuuuuunnnneeeee! 

D r a z:  winks gabri   

Kelleen: agrees with gabi love this song 

Gabriela92: dances with Kelleen... waving arms overhead and shimmying in my holey 

jeans 

Kelleen: wearing my straw hat shaking my butt in the jean shorts  

D r a z: winks at kelleen  ...in the cut offs  

knightlyone: oh my 

zoe c502: mellows out on a couch, headphones in place as something totally different 

plays 

Kelleen: smiles kicking up my feet in my cowgirl boots 

Gabriela92: lets my eyes slowly drift up and down those smooth thighs of Kelleen's. 

Al_dente_: great legs Kelleen! 

Kelleen: smiles doing a turn rolling my butt and hips to gabi 

knightlyone: nothing like a nice pair of cowgal boots 

greygriffin20: is watching other things than her boots 

Gabriela92: rests my hands on Kelleen's hips as she turns and wiggles 

Kelleen: the bottom of my cheeks peeking out from the shorts  

Al_dente_: we noticed! 

greygriffin20: hehe like that 

knightlyone: that did make an impression 

Kelleen: looks back smiles at gabi then standing straight up leaning my back into gabis 

front  

D r a z:  smiles watching  that  but  shake  to   the  tune     

Kelleen: turning facing gabi my arms around her neck as we sway  

Gabriela92: swinging hips and rolling shoulders 

Al_dente_: watches kelleen mashing herself firmly into Gabi 



Kelleen: smiles kisses gabis cheek then my hands on her back as we move to the beat  

Gabriela92: untucks my shirt and ties a half-loop knot above my belly button. 

Kelleen: smiles turning my back to gabi again, guiding her hands to my shirt to do the 

same  

D r a z: bottoms   up   .... 

Gabriela92: reaches around Kelleen's waist and tugs her shirt out.... 

Kelleen: smiels lifting my arms over my head as the shirt lifts to just coving my chest  

Gabriela92: ties the knot, then runs my fingertips softly up and down her smooth, bare 

tummy 

Kelleen: shivers then leans back kissing her cheek, thankies baby then turning hands 

over my head shaking and moving  

Al_dente_: follows Gab's hands as the slide across the smooth flesh 

Gabriela92: leans forward and wriggles my nose into Kelleen's hair, finding her neck and 

nuzzling into it with a soft kiss. 

D r a z:  watches  the writhing     girls   ..... 

Kelleen: moving my head side to side so my hair brushes her neck and back purring 

feeling the kiss, sretching my arms up my tummy exposed 

Gabriela92: suddenly grabs Kelleen's hand and runs us to the stage 

D r a z: turns  the  tights on the stage   

Kelleen: following her to the stage turning sliding on my butt onto the stage  

greygriffin20: woohoo 

D r a z: ala ---- freakin------ bama  

Gabriela92: grabs the pole and grinds my hips to the music 

Master_joe: woo hoo 

Gabriela92: punches the air at the "Alafreakingbama" chorus 

Kelleen: strutting to the other pole grasping it in on hand as i swing around it shaking my 

butt and hips to the beat  

D r a z: watching  the duo swing   

greygriffin20: *claps as i watch* 

Al_dente_: <settles into a comfortable position to watch the girls onstage 

Gabriela92: swings around toward Kelleen, giving her a high five as we cross. 

Kelleen: hair flying behind me slapping gabi's hand with each swing  

Kelleen: then stopping holding the pole with both hands rolling my hips and giivng them 

a swing to the beat  

Kelleen: hmmm taking my hat swinging it over my head strutting to the beat around the 

stage 

D r a z:  woo hoo..............    watch  those honky tonks  

greygriffin20: *bites bottom lip enjoying the sexy movements* 

Al_dente_: smiles as my eyes follow Kelleens rolling hips 

Kelleen: long slow roll of the hips with the course of the song  

Gabriela92: bumps my hips to the beat... left, right, left, left, right, right.... 

Crossing the Rub1con: eyes following gabrielas hips 

Gabriela92: pulls myself up tight to the pole 



Kelleen: turning on my heels strutting back to my pole, as i pass gabi i lean and lick along 

her neck 

Gabriela92: reaches up and grasps it overhead 

Gabriela92: flips my hair and grins at Kelleen 

Kelleen: taking my pole in my hand shaking rolling my hips and butt to the song reaching 

undoing the button so my hips show some more  

Gabriela92: squats and stands again, letting the pole slide slowly up between my breasts  

Kelleen: turn around facing the room hands ovet my head rolling my body in S moves  

Al_dente_: Nice curves Kelleen 

Kelleen: then slowing pushing chest tummy then hips out to the slower beat  

Gabriela92: turns and presses the back of my jeans firms into the pole, grinding to the 

opening notes 

D r a z:   watches the slinky s moves   to the beat   

Gabriela92: bounces my butt off the pole a few times 

Kelleen: walking to the edge of the stage, asking draz to toss me a bottled water swaying 

as i wait 

Gabriela92: then grinds it again 

D r a z: watching   as   the girls  pic up  th beat and move s to teh satge ,,,passing  kelleen 

a water bottle  

Al_dente_: smiles at the water 

Gabriela92: leans slightly forward, untying the knot in my shirt and peeling it up and 

overhead, leaving my aqua bra on. 

D r a z: hells  bells   

Kelleen: taking it opening it tossing the cap off te stage strutting as i move behind my 

pole pushing my chest out the pole between my breast taking a dring then litting water 

drip on my tight tshirt  

Al_dente_: moves in my seat as I see gab's breasts swelling from the top of the bra 

D r a z:      frins to see the shirt go transparent   

Gabriela92: sneaks up behind Kelleen and gives the bottle a firm squeeze, soaking her 

shirt 

Kelleen: more and more water on the shirt as it is clear there is no bra under it  

Al_dente_: eyes move to Kel as the water soaks the thin material, making it cling to her 

chest.... 

Kelleen: leans back smiles at gabi kissing her cheek expecting nothing less from here  

Al_dente_: her small but sexy breasts showing sooo clerly though the material 

Kelleen: taking what is left of the bottle tossing it at gabis bra 

Gabriela92: feels the cold water splattering my bra, shivering and instantly feeling things 

tighten and perk up. 

D r a z: grins   want  to be the shirt when its wet    

Al_dente_: watches as the water dropletts run between gab's breasts and the bumps 

become more pronounced 

Kelleen: smile looking at her the ncovers my mouth with my hand like oppsss i am sorry 

the tossing the bottle running up and down behind he pole  

Kelleen: the pole sliding from between my legs up between my breasts  



Gabriela92: chases after Kelleen, pulling her tight with the pole between us 

D r a z: grins  to watch kelleen work the pole   

Master_joe: omg 

Kelleen: hmm sliding up and down the pole but now my hands on gabis back legs and 

neck going up and down 

Kelleen: head bobbing hair wet and flying around to the beat  

D r a z: slaps  my hand  to the beat on the bar as i watch the girls   

Gabriela92: reaches down to the back of Kelleen's bare thigh, grasping them firmly 

Kelleen: eyes flutter feeling her hand there my wet hands slding up and over gabi's butt 

Al_dente_: smiles as the girls grope each other 

D r a z: hello fella  

Gabriela92: sliding my fingers up until they slip into the hem of Kelleen's shorts. 

Kelleen: smiles shaking move my hips looking at at her fingers as my finger unzip and 

open my shorts more  

Gabriela92: tugs downward on the back hems... 

D r a z: long way  to the top but short way  to the bottom  

Gabriela92: looks over Kelleen's shoulder and down her back, watching the top of her 

smooth, firm buns peek into view 

Al_dente_: wathes Kels ass wiggle as gab pulls down on the shorts 

Kelleen: rolling my hips to the beat my hands on gabi's arms as the shorts come off my 

butt drops of water on my skin 

Gabriela92: takes a firm grip on each of Kelleen's sweet cheeks, giving a squeeze until 

my fingertips are buried in the flesh. 

Al_dente_: holds my breath as the shorts drop... and Gab 's hands move to squeeze her 

cheeks 

Kelleen: rolling my hips as my nakie cheeks, rolling my hips may hands sliding over gabis 

bra 

Gabriela92: drums the beat gently on Kelleen's beautiful tushy 

Al_dente_: and beautiful it is! 

Kelleen: shaking my butt feeling the fingers on it reaching and letting the shorts fall to 

my boots 

Kelleen: leaning my head forward drapping us in my hair, what happens is our secreate 

giggles 

Al_dente_: watches, wondering what kel will do with Gab's bra.. as her hands wander 

Gabriela92: slips my thumbs in the waistband of her thong and teasingly pushes it 

halfway down her tender buns, then raises it back up into place before letting it snap 

back against the top of her tushy. 

Kelleen: moans a little the slap giving me a shiver, the wiggles the tushy when it was 

exposed and covered again 

Gabriela92: lets my fingertips float up Kelleen's spine.... 

D r a z: grins     watching  the slow   teassing    fingers         

Alert: Your last text message was not sent because it contained line feed characters or excess 

spaces. 



Gabriela92: grasps the back of her damp shirt, and pulls it smoothly up and over her 

head, letting her shake her hair free. 

Kelleen: arching my back out, my fingers sliding along Gabi's bra feeling the warmth of 

her skin the lace of the bra 

Al_dente_: hears the snap of the thong against the flesh and imagines...... 

Kelleen: smiles turning then moving gabi;s hands over my breasts as i move facing the 

room 

Kelleen: leaning my head back on gabi's shoulder rolling my body as she covers my 

breasts with her hands 

Gabriela92: kneads them softly in the spotlight 

Kelleen: smiles watching the faces of the boys 

Al_dente_: smiles 

Gabriela92: slowly spreading my fingers, then closing them again 

Kelleen: smiles making a sweet face lifting my hands showing i am helpless sorry boys 

sorry for the teas giggles 

Al_dente_: pffft.. right , sorry indeed! 

Kelleen: points to gabi. talk to her is you don't like it smiles 

Gabriela92: slides my forearm across Kelleen's chest for a little modesty, while slipping 

my other hand down her tummy to gently rub the bare skin. 

Al_dente_: when did I not like a nice tase?   smiles 

Master_joe: woo hoo 

Kelleen: my chest covred my her arm rolling my tummy to the touch, my hands reaching 

back gripping her perfect butt  

Gabriela92: wiggles and sways my hips in Kelleen's hands, causing both our bodies to 

swing side to side 

Kelleen: my head resting on her shoulder our bodies moving together then letting my 

hands slip up tugging her bra strap 

Gabriela92: returning both hands to Kelleen's breasts, feeling the nipples firming up on 

the soft pads of my fingertips. 

Al_dente_: follows kels hands.... 

Kelleen: my eyes flutter running my finger tips along gabi's side an back under her bra 

strap, my finger were all the boys wish theirs were  

Gabriela92: moving my fingertips in slow circles in opposite directions 

Kelleen: my fingers running to the back and snap it is unhooked, i turn facng gabie then 

slide her infront of me, now my hands holding her bra cups over her breasts  

Kelleen: looking over her shoulder at the happy looks on the boys faces 

Al_dente_: nods and smiles 

Master_joe:    

knightlyone: smiling from ear to ear 

Kelleen: moving my arm so it covers her breasts as we sway an my finger slipping the bra 

off and tossing it off the stage with a happy grin 

Gabriela92: turns my head to kiss Kelleen passionately on the mouth 

Gabriela92: then turns my whole body to press our naked chests firmly together 



Kelleen: kissing gabi back my hands covering her breasts feeling her breasts and nipples 

in my fingers then holding her tight my nipples against hers 

Al_dente_: <catches a nice glimpse as the girls turned to face each oter. 

Al_dente_: other 

Gabriela92: sways slightly and loosens our embrace, letting the skin lightly graze across 

one another 

Kelleen: moving my wet chest side to side up and down over hers 

Kelleen: licking my lips looking down our nipples hard and brushing each other  

Al_dente_: <imagination running wild as I shift uncomfortably in my seat 

Kelleen: smiles at gabi, whispers for her to turn around and face the boys again as we say 

to the beat and asking al to be a dear and get me another bottle of water 

Gabriela92: turns and coyly smiles 

Kelleen: swaying to he beat my hand bras covering gabi with a grin 

D r a z: passes gabri a bottle of water 

Al_dente_: reaches over tha bar, gets a water bottle and hold it out to Kelleen. Knowing 

she will have to use her hand to get it 

Kelleen: hmm my hand are full baby can you pour it out? 

Al_dente_: smiles as I reach up and pur the water.. startuing at Gab's neck.. watching it 

cascade down between her breasts and kel's fingers 

Al_dente_: big dropletts running over the soft curves of the soft breasts 

Kelleen: splitting my fingers a little giving teasing peeks at her nnipples 

Gabriela92: moans softly at the tender touch and the running water 

Al_dente_: reaching over Gab's shoulder and letting the reamining water run down 

betwen kel and Gab.. knowing kel's breasts will be wet as well 

Kelleen: as the bottle empties i move my hands her amazing breasts exposed with drops 

of water on then tossing the bottle asisde 

Gabriela92: takes Kelleen's wrists and gently moves them in circular patterns around my 

heaving breasts as I breathe deeply 

Kelleen: smiles telling gabi it is time to get you out of these ripped up jeans  

Kelleen: feeling her nipples hard he heaving breasts 

Gabriela92: reaches down to unsnap the front and lower the zipper 

Kelleen: sliding around my one small breasts exposed as i kneel infront of gabi tugging 

the jeans down with my teeth 

Gabriela92: sways a little to help the effort 

Kelleen: exposing her aqua thong as i do 

Kelleen: the wet matterial clinging to her hips and thighs  

Al_dente_: smiles as Kels gorgeous breast comes into view 

Master_joe: ah 

Al_dente_: watches the wiggling hips and the matching thog come into view 

Kelleen: moans as i pull them off tossing them over my shoulder  

Kelleen: then standing taking gabi's hands as we strut around the stage to the beat  

Gabriela92: stands near the front edge of the stage, dancing energetically 

Kelleen: matching gabi with a hard griding dance  

Gabriela92: shuffles close to Kelleen, letting our bodies brush one another 



Kelleen: moving over to gabie leting my fingers trace over her wet skin 

Gabriela92: reaches down to Kelleen's hips and slips my thumbs into the top of her 

waistband 

Kelleen: my fingers tugging at her thong 

Gabriela92: pushing them over the curve of her hips and down her thighs 

Kelleen: looking ino gabi;s eyes hen giving her a kiss as my fingers slowly pull her panties 

down 

Kelleen: they sliding down the curve of her hips, tushy, and thighs slowly  

Gabriela92: moves my feet close together to let them fall over my knees to my ankles 

Kelleen: doing the same smiles as mine fall to my boots 

Al_dente_: hmmmm... shifts in my seat at the sight of the two beautiful naked women 

Al_dente_: so different, yet both beautiful! 

Master_joe:    

Gabriela92: steps daintily out of the crumpled fabric 

Kelleen: steppping back using my foot kicking my panties out to the room 

Master_joe: catches em 

Gabriela92: sidles up close to Kelleen again, naked except for her boots, hoping my toes 

don't get stepped on. 

Kelleen: smiles watching not to do so swaying moveint my hands in my hair  

Al_dente_: admires the dispaly of beautiful feminine curves 

Gabriela92: reaches around Kelleen's waist and pulls her close, until our pelvic bones 

bang tightly together. 

Kelleen: reaching out running my fingers through gabi's hair archng my hips o hers 

Al_dente_: two gorgeous women locked together 

D r a z: hugs hi kelli   

Kelleen: i hate to do this guys but i am faddng fast kisses but i need to head to sleepy 

time 

Gabriela92: gives Kelleen a soft kiss and a gentle swat on her sweet tushy. 

Al_dente_: watches as Kelleen slips from Gab's embrace and exits stage right 

Al_dente_: claps .. hands above my head for the great dance and show 

Kelleen: giggles wiggles it geting an LAP robe and slipping away 

Gabriela92: slips to the back of the stage and disappears behind the curtain to take a 

quick shower and get dressed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Gabriela92: 

Gabriela92: hops off my stool and slithers out to the dance floor, swaying and 

shimmying. 

scarlett2angel: whistles at Gabi  

greygriffin20: woohoo 

scarlett2angel: smiles as she shows off what she has 

Master Stoker: mmmmm...watches gabi 

Gabriela92: turns in a tight circle, bumping my hips left and right 

Master Stoker: so sensual  

Gabriela92: raises my arms overhead and shimmies my shoulders, snapping my fingers. 

Master Stoker: sips My beer and enjoys the beautiful view 

Gabriela92: little shuffle across the dance floor... 

Gabriela92: spins once and snaps my head forward and back, tossing my hair. 

Master Stoker: smiles @scarlett 

Gabriela92: slowly nods to the chimes.... 

scarlett2angel: loves this tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

scarlett2angel: turns it up 

Gabriela92: rolls my shoulders left and right to the beat 

D r a z: watches as the beat invades  gabri's feet   

scarlett2angel: whistles hand above the table there Stroker 

Gabriela92: slips my hands into the back pockets of my shorts and gyrates my hips in a 

slow circle with a snap at the end of each rotation. 

Master Stoker: smiles... cheers scarlett 

scarlett2angel: dont make me put the spot light on you 

greygriffin20:    whistles* 

D r a z:  grins to see gabri  weave her  magic  

Gabriela92: slithers over to GG's table ... 

Master Stoker: an erection isnt a surprise here...hehe 

Master Stoker: given the beautiful women 

greygriffin20: *bites my bottom lip as i watch Gabriela's movement towards me* 

Gabriela92: stands next to his chair and bumps my hip into his shoulder 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Gabi sips my drink and kicks my feet up 

Gabriela92: sits down on his knee and scoots forward and back a little 

Master Stoker: sips My beer 

greygriffin20: * watches her hands griping the arm rest of my seat so i dont touch* 

Gabriela92: grinds my denim on the top of GG's thigh 

Gabriela92: scoots up his leg.... 

scarlett2angel: giggles as gg gets what i want  

Master Stoker: smiles at scarlett  

Gabriela92: leans forward, letting my warm breath encapsulate GG's ear 

D r a z: rocks beside    the stage in  my kilt playing the bapipes  

Gabriela92: rocks left and right, clapping slowly overhead 

D r a z:  looks over at gabris  legs ,,,,,, hmmmm such a long way  to the top   



greygriffin20: *licks my lips as i get what i want, watching intently trying not to break 

any rules* 

Gabriela92: takes GG by the wrists and rest his hands on my shoulders 

scarlett2angel: rules ..rules we have rules here? lol 

Gabriela92: smiles as I scoot a little closer 

Gabriela92: leans forward and lets my tank top lightly graze across GG's shirt. 

Gabriela92: hooks the center of my scoop neckline and stretches the fabric out and down 

a little, giving a bit of a peek. 

greygriffin20: *bites my bottom lip harder as i take a peek then look up into her eyes* 

Gabriela92: winks 

Gabriela92: stands up and spins away toward Stoker....  

scarlett2angel: wow gg's eyes got big right then 

greygriffin20: just a bit hehe 

D r a z: grins watching  gabri as she pirohettes away to Stoker  

Master Stoker: smiles  

Gabriela92: walks up to within about three feet... turns my back and leans forward, 

reaching down to grasp my ankles 

Master Stoker: watches her approach  

Gabriela92: shakes my tail feathers rapidly a few times, then resumes swaying to the 

beat 

Master Stoker: admires the perfection of the view  

D r a z: its a something damnation    

Gabriela92: lets my fingers slowly track up the backs of my calves..... 

scarlett2angel: whispers into strokers ear wait till you oops forget that  

Gabriela92: squeezes the back of my thighs.... 

Master Stoker: lol... strokes scarlett  

Gabriela92: beats out the rhythm on my buns with sharp slaps.... 

greygriffin20: *tilts head watching the beat of the music played out* 

Master Stoker: loves the marks 

Gabriela92: stands and begins a head-banging series of head snaps, tossing my hair over 

my face and back 

Gabriela92: then snaps several times in circles, swishing the hair around and around. 

D r a z: we are all crazy   mother rockers     watching  gabri    makes  you that way   

Gabriela92: tugs the tank top up out of my denim cutoffs..... 

Gabriela92: rolls it under, exposing my tummy... 

Master Stoker: watches...drinks... another beautiful night in the brothel  

Gabriela92: tucks the rolled up hem under the edge of my bra 

Gabriela92: runs my fingers up and down my bare tummy several times 

D r a z: grins  to see the material tucked up   

scarlett2angel: winks i just read what you said strokes you have to pay first to stroke me 

D r a z: evening brian  

Gabriela92: plays with my new navel pendant... a Navaho turquoise and silver pattern 

Bee_passionately_blue: Hello Gabi, thank you for dancing. You're constantly inspiring. 

Gabriela92: sways my body from side to side in a wave.... 



D r a z: mm that  writhing body    so sensual  

Gabriela92: runs my fingertips up the side of my neck... up my cheeks.... into my hair, 

lifting it up off my shoulders and above my head.... 

Gabriela92: lets it fall as my arms extend out horizontally at shoulder level 

D r a z: that bady shaking  so well  to the beat  

Gabriela92: moves one then the other to directly in front of me 

Gabriela92: reaches suddenly skyward, punching at the the sound of "Thunderstruck" 

Gabriela92: swings the arms in large circles around my shoulders 

Vio-Late: Ah ah ah aaaah, ah ah ah ah ah aaah? 

Gabriela92: hi, Merlin 

Master Stoker: enjoying the perfect view... orders another round....a good night  

D r a z: shouts with gabri   in time       thunderstruck  

Gabriela92: stomps around in a mock march to the beat 

Master Stoker: lol late...sing it 

Gabriela92: leans backwards into a reverse handspring 

Gabriela92: drops into the splits... 

D r a z: gabri is raising all kinds of hell  

Gabriela92: rolls onto my stomach and pushes myself back into standing 

D r a z: tills the bills  

scarlett2angel: poor dracula/s mom is calling 

Gabriela92: skips my way to the stage, mounting the steps two at at time 

merlin20874: wow, nice show gabriela 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Gabi  

D r a z: gabris ..making the magic  tonight ........merlin  

Gabriela92: runs toward the end of the stage, dropping and sliding on my knees to the 

brass pole.... 

Gabriela92: points dramatically at Scarlett and beckons her to join me with a crooked 

finger 

D r a z: grinsas gabri  meets the pole  

greygriffin20:    

Gabriela92: grasps the pole and ducks to the left and then the right, grinning on each 

side of the long, smooth, stiff metal 

D r a z: raise  some hell  all night long  

Gabriela92: pulls myself close and then falls away, holding on. 

D r a z:   eyes fixed on gabri as she works    the pole  

Gabriela92: turns my back and squats and stands several times, running the pole up and 

down between my shoulder blades. 

Master Stoker: admires the beautiful display gabi offers 

Gabriela92: struts dramatically down one side of the stage, turns, and returns back up 

the other side 

merlin20874: looking amazing gabi 

Gabriela92: stands at the front edge, reaching back over my head to grasp the pole 

D r a z:    thats porn star dancing ,,,,,not playing nice  



Gabriela92: lowers myself hand over hand, bending my knees until my hair brushes the 

floor. 

kelli-: watching as I find a seat  

Gabriela92: lets my shoulder blades touch the stage 

D r a z:  gabri is frisky  ...forsure 

Gabriela92: feet on the stage, knees bent.... 

Gabriela92: pumps my pelvis up off the stage, toward the ceiling 

kelli-: frisky is... fun .. giggles  

Gabriela92: grinds my tushy in the air 

D r a z:  dirty dirty dancer   ............ she's on fire  

merlin20874: watches gabi with amazement. 

Gabriela92: leans forward onto my knees 

kelli-: pokes Bee next to me... HOT DANCE!!  

Gabriela92: crosses my arms across my chest, grasping the tank top on the opposite side 

and peeling it up and over my head, tossing it off the stage 

D r a z:  catches  the floating tank top and  slips it behind the bar  

merlin20874: mmmmmmm, omg gabi 

Gabriela92: runs my hands up my bare tummy and up over the lacy cups of the lemon 

yellow bra 

kelli-: watches it fly  

Master Stoker: beautiful gabriela 

kelli-: smiles  

kelli-: eyes back on Gab 

Gabriela92: fingertips tracing the upper edge where the flesh threatens to spill out 

Gabriela92: hands move up to my collarbones and out to the shoulders... 

D r a z: mmm yes ,,,sweet candy  .... 

Gabriela92: pushing the straps down off the shoulders until they fall to my biceps 

kelli-: those are more like cream puffs  

Gabriela92: stands and folds my arms across the top of my head, rocking my hips and 

slowly turning 

kelli-: claps to the beat .. watching the hotness  

D r a z:  grinining as gravity has to win .eventually  

Master Stoker: loves the beautiful bounces 

Gabriela92: gives an exaggerated pout on my face 

D r a z: that pout    ...mmmm   

kelli-: giggles @ Draz 

Gabriela92: lets the arms fall slowly to my sides, then loosely swing as I dance and turn 

D r a z: gabri gets it  hot 

Gabriela92: runs my hands flat around on my tummy 

kelli-: licks my lips  

Gabriela92: bends forward 90 degrees at the waist and gives my shoulders a shake, 

making my boobies jiggle provocatively 

kelli-: whoa!!!!!  

D r a z:   those are  going to spill anytime  



greygriffin20:   whistles* 

Gabriela92: stands and shakes again, tilting my head back in laughter 

kelli-: not sure how that lacey bra is not dumping those out  

Gabriela92: good engineering, Kelli 

kelli-: her cups runnith over 

kelli-: giggles .. winks @ Gab 

D r a z: gabri is everyones addiction  

Gabriela92: slowly sways to the new song, letting my head loll to the left and right lazily 

Gabriela92: reaches to the waist of the cutoffs.... 

Gabriela92: unsnaps the button 

Gabriela92: slowly grinding and swiveling my hips 

Gabriela92: circles and figure-8s 

Gabriela92: changing the pace from painfully slow to sudden snaps 

Gabriela92: holds one side with one hand..... 

D r a z: watches those hips and  the slow unfasteing  

Gabriela92: tantalizingly lowers the zipper tab with the other hand 

merlin20874: eyes are fixated on gabi 

Gabriela92: exposing the front of the lemon panties within 

kelli-: eyes moving from the zipper to Gabs eyes and back  

Gabriela92: folds down the sides of the fly 

D r a z: eyes on the slow exposing  

Gabriela92: winks at Kelli and runs my tongue slowly across my upper lip, moistening it 

to shiny. 

kelli-: shivers .. mmmmmmmmmmmm 

D r a z:   the lips shine in the lights  

kelli-: moist lips always do  

Gabriela92: stands with with close together and knees slightly bent.... 

Gabriela92: with feet^ 

Gabriela92: bumps hips side to side and slips my thumbs into the belt loops.... 

D r a z: grins to watch  the   feet  and body   ........  rock  and roll   

Gabriela92: wiggles the cutoffs slowly down my hips, fully revealing the lacy lemon 

yellow panties and the buns they have no chance of covering 

D r a z: those buns ...  yowsers 

kelli-: I haven't seen buns that yummie since Christmas dinner  

Gabriela92: shimmies with a smirk, letting the cutoffs slide slowly down my smooth, 

supple thighs until they reach the knees and drop rapidly to the floor 

D r a z:  woo hoo  ..... 

Gabriela92: steps out of them and kicks them with one foot into Merlin's lap 

kelli-: magic shorts Merlin 

greygriffin20: i think yellow may be a new favorite color 

merlin20874: grabs them 

Gabriela92: turns my back and shakes the tushy, making each bun oscillate rapidly 

merlin20874: eyes still transfixed on gabi. 



kelli-: smiles at the great dancer  

D r a z: the buns are  hypnotic   

kelli-: even if she can't see me with her back turned  

Gabriela92: bends halfway forward and reaches back behind me, holding the cheeks and 

slowly spreading them apart to show the thin strip of fabric that runs up the cleavage 

from crotch to waistband 

kelli-: follow the yellow slick road  

D r a z: haha 

kelli-: giggles 

Gabriela92: playfully coaxes the buns to bounce with rapidly-lifted fingers 

D r a z: wild nights  come back to town  

Gabriela92: then shifts into swaying side to side 

kelli-: I wanna butter those buns before I take a bite  

Gabriela92: hooks thumbs into the waistband and slides them toward the back, lowering 

the waistband about half way down the cheeks. 

D r a z:   leans forward  

Gabriela92: bumps the hips to left and right, slowly, before slipping the waistband back 

up 

kelli-: cute tease LOL 

greygriffin20:    

Gabriela92: stretches the waistband far out from the hips on both sides, then lets it snap 

back into place 

D r a z: slaps  the bar as i watch the tease  

Gabriela92: turns back to face the audience.... 

Gabriela92: shakes out my hair.... 

D r a z: winks as  gabri faces  us  and play the song we all are thinking   

kelli-: this is getting serious 

merlin20874: stares intently at Gabi 

Gabriela92: flips it all in front of my shoulders... 

Gabriela92: strategically and uniformly spreads it across my chest.... 

merlin20874: lovely hair. 

Gabriela92: reaches up and under it, unhooking the front of the bra 

kelli-: grins ... at where this is going 

Gabriela92: gently slips the cups off and under the hair 

D r a z: sings along ................come on   take it off  

D r a z: woo hoo  

Gabriela92: shrugs the straps down my arms and off my wrists 

merlin20874: peers ar gabi, hoping to get a sneaky peek. 

greygriffin20:    woohoo 

Gabriela92: slides my hands up under the hair, moving my fingertips and palms across 

the now-bare breasts, hidden beneath the thin veil of hair. 

kelli-: hopes that Gab will get me a glass from the top shelf ... pllleeeassseee LOL j/k 

Vio-Late: Someone toss a ball to her and see if she catches it. 



D r a z:  smiles watching the  hands  move 

Gabriela92: turns slightly sideways and playfully pushes the hair forward to reveal a 

glimpse of the contours 

D r a z: laffs vio 

D r a z: looks at the yellow  panties  and sings along with the tune  ..........take it off and 

take me down  

Gabriela92: runs my fingers up my forehead and pushes the hair up and back, behind my 

shoulders 

greygriffin20: *whistles as i tilt head watching intently as she teases us* 

kelli-: I have some hair ties in my back pack .. grins 

D r a z: smiles to see  the jiggling breasts  

Gabriela92: holds the hair up and back, then lets it fall 

Gabriela92: slips the thumbs into the waistband at the hips, then slides them around to 

the front 

D r a z:  gabri  moves that body sio well  as she  fiddes with  waistband  

Gabriela92: pushes the front of the panties down until the color of the flesh changes from 

tan to a dusky rose 

D r a z:  she does it for the hell ofit  

D r a z:    smiles as to see  the tan  lines  

Gabriela92: slips the thumbs around the back and pushes down there, too. 

kelli-: those panties are nothing more than a low yellow belt  

Gabriela92: then back to the front, finally letting the taut, stretchy material fall below the 

widest part of the hips and fall down the thighs to the ankles 

Gabriela92: drops to my knees to remove the panties from over my shoes 

kelli-: applaudes the purfect exposure 

D r a z:  mmm those  legs go all the way  up  .........  

greygriffin20: *licks lips as i watch intently * 

D r a z:      woo  hoo  

D r a z:       knows the beast within is fully alive  

Gabriela92: leans back, dropping my head and shoulders to the stage 

merlin20874: looks in amazement. 

Gabriela92: sways side to side on the stage floor, brushing it with my hair 

kelli-: deep long sigh .. mmmmmmmm 

Gabriela92: moves my feet in closer until the soles touch, flat to one another, my knees 

wide... 

D r a z:  growllllsss   to see  the bosy swaying  

D r a z:          grins  . a perfect    picture   

Gabriela92: pulses my pelvis.... 

Gabriela92: the most intimate of my gifts offered to the view of the audience 

D r a z: growllllls as we get  the full view     

Gabriela92: smiles to myself, rolls onto my stomach, and slowly worm-crawls my way 

offstage 

D r a z: stands and applauds  ,...........woo hoo  gabri   

kelli-: stands and applaudes  



greygriffin20: woohoo     

D r a z:       great dance 

merlin20874: taking in the gifts. 

greygriffin20: *whistles* 

merlin20874: stands and applauds. 

Kelli-: wow 

Gabriela92: pokes my head and one shoulder and arm out from behind the curtain, 

waving in appreciation. 

D r a z: waves back  to gabri ,,,,,,,thank  you  ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.  

Gabriela92: retreats for a quick shower and to pick out a new outfit. 

 

 

Kelli- 

danno_: eyes up lol 

kelli-: spins and flares the robe 

Master_joe: i knew 

kelli-: left left right right .. dancing down the bar 

danno_: i hoped lol 

kelli-: sticks out my tongue at Joe 

kelli-: giggles 

kelli-: turns and wiggles my ass at him .. under the robe 

Master_joe: mmm wiggle 

kelli-: swishing the robe back and forth making it rise up my thighs 

Maxillary_Nerve: catches that swish in the corner of his eye  

kelli-: prancing down the bar, making sure everyone is alive  

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: one leg high  

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: flare the robe high 

D r a z: checks for signs of  life  

danno_: dont check too close lol 

kelli-: stands with my hands on my hips 

kelli-: pounds my left heel on the bar to the beat  

kelli-: swishing the robe 

kelli-: spins hair fflying 

kelli-: working it to the beat  

D r a z: grins watching   kelli as  she  swishes and strutss   

kelli-: winks at Draz  

kelli-: strutts down the bar  

kelli-: dancing infront of Draz  



kelli-: unties the robe belt and flashes him a preview  

danno_: eyes glued to those sexy legs as the robe swishes 

Master_joe: mmm 

D r a z: grisn  at the sexual thing  

kelli-: ties the robe back tightly .. winks and spins  

kelli-: moves back down the bar to the music  

kelli-: two steps down to Robin  

kelli-: spins .. flares .. wiggles to the funky lil beat 

RobinBarnes87: smiles at kelli 

D r a z: grins watching kelli as she strutts downn    

Maxillary_Nerve: *watches the dancer as i sip my drink*  

kelli-: leans forward... moves my shoulders to the rhythm  

kelli-: catching puckie peeking 

kelli-: winks .. closes the top of the robe and dances  

RobinBarnes87: rocks to the beat of the music as I watch kelli 

kelli-: shimmies to the beat infront of Joe and Danno 

danno_: tapping my foot on the footrest of my stool as i look up at the sexy dancer 

kelli-: looks over and dances with Robin ..  

D r a z: watches  the wildlittle woman   

kelli-: copies her moves  

Master_joe: mmm 

Maxillary_Nerve: *grins*  

kelli-: working it  

kelli-: grins back at Max 

Master_joe: work it girl 

kelli-: stands at the edge of the bar  

kelli-: feet apart.. hands on hips 

danno_: very nice 

kelli-: sways to the beat  

kelli-: swings my hips hard  

kelli-: left right left right 

kelli-: left 

kelli-: right 

kelli-: left 

kelli-: right 

Master_joe:    

kelli-: swivels 

Maxillary_Nerve: winks at the dancer as she moves to the beat  

kelli-: bumps and grinds  

kelli-: grins at Joe and Max  

kelli-: slowly leans forward  

Master_joe:    

kelli-: wiggles my shoulders  



kelli-: straightens up 

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: works the beat  

Master_joe: mmm 

kelli-: slowly turning 

D r a z: smiles watching  the naighty little girl   

kelli-: hips moving my butt 

kelli-: smiles as the music changes 

kelli-: does a funky little dance up to Danno 

kelli-: stops infront of him  

kelli-: eyes meet  

kelli-: body sways to the beat  

kelli-: unties the robe belt 

danno_: mmmm, eyes widening 

kelli-: spins the loose end  

D r a z: smies watching  kelli  as the belt come out  

danno_: i must have wonky eyes if they looked like they were meeting kelli's lol 

kelli-: lets the robe come loose slightly 

danno_: bites my lips 

kelli-: swivels my hips as I slowly turn  

Master_joe: watching  

danno_: watching the belt slip out slowly 

kelli-: spins the belt as I pull it out of the robe 

kelli-: lets it fall  

Maxillary_Nerve: sips my drink again, watching for what happens next  

kelli-: as the robe opens .. facing the back of the bar  

danno_: gulps 

kelli-: flips the robe just off my shoulders  

kelli-: working my ass 

fille_21: hello  

fille_21: *waves  

fille_21: hi draz  

RobinBarnes87: hey fille 

kelli-: the mirrors behind the bar reveal  

danno_: watching the robe rub against kelli's cute butt 

kelli-: http://www.revolve.com/free-people-seamless-baby-racerback-bra-in-

black/dp/FREE-WI113/?d=Womens&srcType=dp_recs&sectionURL=Direct+Hit 

D r a z: helo  fille  

fille_21: smiles  

RobinBarnes87: hey paula 

kelli-: slowly close the robe and dance  

paula ramer: Hello Robin 

danno_: oh my, trying to lock the glimpse of the mirror scene into my head 



Maxillary_Nerve: wow nice choice  

kelli-: does the stroll down the bar 

kelli-: drops the robe off my shoulders 

danno_: mmmm, loving what the robe reveals as it drops 

paula ramer: looks around, has a seat 

kelli-: slips the rope off .. swinging it around  

kelli-: tosses it to Draz  

kelli-: stands at the edge of the bar .. feet apart 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

D r a z:  grins  watching as keli  tosses the robe ,slips it in her back pack  

danno_: eyes following the hands 

D r a z:   paula  please be aware blue font is reservbed   for working girls  here  

kelli-: slowly rising over my head as my body works the beat 

kelli-: leans forward .. as my hands work back down  

kelli-: shoulders move to the beat  

kelli-: watching the eyes watching me 

danno_: eyes following kelli's hands up and down her flawless skin 

kelli-: moves down to Joe and leans down .. pushing up on his chin  

D r a z:   laffs 

kelli-: wiggles my lil boobs infront of his eyes 

kelli-: giggles  

kelli-: strutts down the bar  

kelli-: slowly  

kelli-: deliberately 

kelli-: all this skin and no one saying anything 

kelli-: hmmmmm 

kelli-: winks @ Danno  

D r a z:   smiles  looking upat kelli  

danno_: have i been saying outloud or just in my head 

D r a z:    ok tests .,puck  you still with us ? 

danno_: hopes i havent been saying EVERYTHING i have been thinking lol 

kelli-: steps carefully off the bar onto the arms of Danno's chair 

puckhound3000: i'm here 

puckhound3000: just sitting back  

kelli-: one foot on each arm  

kelli-: sways to the slow dreamy music 

kelli-: looking down at Danno 

danno_: definitely not looking at kelli's eyes now 

Maxillary_Nerve: lucky man....  

danno_: feels her gaze on me, looks up 

kelli-: winks 

Master_joe: damn dog missed my turn   

dirtywhiteboy_4: hell all 

dirtywhiteboy_4: hello 



kelli-: as he looks up .. not sure he's looking at my eyes 

danno_: enjoys the close up, trying to look everywhere at once 

RobinBarnes87: goodnight everyone, smiles and waves 

danno_: sits on my hands before i get tempted 

paula ramer: good night Robin 

kelli-: bends one knee and slowly drags my thigh across Danno's cheek  

kelli-: jumps back to the bar as the song ends 

Master_joe:    

kelli-: slowly .. sexy walk down the bar  

danno_: almost feints as i feel her thigh against my cheek 

kelli-: smiles @ Joe 

D r a z: evening lost  

lostdad50: hello all 

danno_: watches that sexy dancer strut back down the bar, while i wiggle in my seat 

kelli-: steps over to Max chair  

danno_: g'day lost 

paula ramer: hello Lost 

Maxillary_Nerve: *gulps as i watch her come closer*  

kelli-: licks my lips as I look down at him and sways to the music 

lostdad50: hello paula 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

kelli-: leans forward  

Maxillary_Nerve: *sees those lips glisten in the light... her hands tracing her curves*  

kelli-: hands move down to my thighs 

Maxillary_Nerve: *grinds my teeth*  

D r a z: smiles  watching  the    hands on the thighs  

D r a z:   evening bears  

kelli-: pulls Max's chin up so he's looking staight up at me 

danno_: watches the sexy kelli in profile as she dances at the other end of the bar 

Maxillary_Nerve: *eyes focus directlly and deeply on hers  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: evening all 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: hey drag 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: draz 

kelli-: clamps his cheeks between my knees and quietly growls  

paula ramer: hello Bears 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: hey  Paula 

kelli-: fingers mess with his hair  

Maxillary_Nerve: grins and savors the moment  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: takes a seat at the bar 

kelli-: slips down to his lap and sits with my legs around him  

kelli-: points to my lips 

kelli-: swings my hips 

kelli-: tosses my hair 



kelli-: thrusts my hips 

Maxillary_Nerve: groans as she moves on me...  

kelli-: hands high over my head as I dance to the song on Max's lap 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: watches the excitement smiles at Paula 

Maxillary_Nerve: mmm  wow  

paula ramer: smiles back 

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: eyes on Max  

kelli-: hair hanging down almost to the floor 

kelli-: clamps my legs tight 

kelli-: pulls back up  

Maxillary_Nerve: eyes on her...feeling every move....  

kelli-: alll forrr youuuuu 

kelli-: mmmm mmm mmmmmmm 

kelli-: smiles as the song ends 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: can I get you a drink Paula 

paula ramer: A red wine would go nicely, thank you 

kelli-: moves to the floor 

kelli-: slinky dance between and around the chairs 

Maxillary_Nerve: greedily sips his drink  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: draz can I get a red wine for the lovely lady and I will have a glass 

of Riesling please 

kelli-: hands moving over my bare torso  

danno_: watching kelli as she dances around the room 

kelli-: hips emphasizing my movements 

kelli-: winks @ Bear  

Master_joe: mm torso 

kelli-: dancing infront of him  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: winks back as Keli works her stuff 

kelli-: http://www.revolve.com/free-people-seamless-baby-racerback-bra-in-

black/dp/FREE-WI113/?d=Womens&srcType=dp_recs&sectionURL=Direct+Hit 

kelli-: for those who missed my outfit 

kelli-: sways .. slowly turning.. hips swivel  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: looking good as always I see 

danno_: looking amazing 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: smiles back at Paula waiting at the bar 

kelli-: leans a bit forward as I dance ..  

kelli-: the lacey bottoms almost see through  

kelli-: moves down toward puckie, Joe and Danno 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: draz you there sir 

D r a z: opens a bottle of Pouilly Fuissé Sangouard 2007 and pours a large glass for  

BEARS and slides it over on a LAB coaster  

kelli-: hands slowly move up .. hips swivel .. move in circles  

kelli-: slinky slow dance  



Master_joe: uh oh here comes trouble 

D r a z: pulls down the bottle of Tapiz Reserva Uco Valley 2005 Merlot from Argentina 

that's been allowed to breathe for 45 mins at room temperature   and pours a large glass  

...sliding it across on a LAB coaster to PAULA *winks 

kelli-: looks back over my shoulder 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: thank ya sir lays a 20 on the bar 

danno_: had noticed the almost seethroughness 

paula ramer: thank you Bear 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: sips my wine and walks over to Paula 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: you are welcome is this seat taken 

kelli-: works between the boys  

livin_after_midnight: hi 

paula ramer: Not until you have a seat in it. 

Master_joe: mmm 

kelli-: nudges shoulders as I pass dancing as I go  

danno_: tries to increase the seethroughness with my superpowers .... alas i have none 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: well thanks takes a seat next to Paula 

kelli-: hot slinky dance as I move with the music  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: glances over watching Kelli work her magic 

kelli-: hips jerk to the stong beats  

Master_joe: lol i read that sticky... 

kelli-: could be ..I'll never tell  

livin_after_midnight: i had a slinky when i was a kid 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: looks back at Paula looks like it's getting a bit hot in here lol 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar  

kelli-: working the rhythm 

Maxillary_Nerve: watches her move around and about....  

kelli-: turns to profile 

danno_: sips my water 

livin_after_midnight: what are u wearing kelli? 

livin_after_midnight: or not wearing lol 

kelli-: bends my knees  

kelli-: http://www.revolve.com/free-people-seamless-baby-racerback-bra-in-

black/dp/FREE-WI113/?d=Womens&srcType=dp_recs&sectionURL=Direct+Hit 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: sips my wine 

livin_after_midnight: takes a shot 

kelli-: looks over my shoulder 

kelli-: lips the bra strap off my shoulder 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: so how are you this evening Paula 

Master_joe:    

kelli-: working the beat hard as I slip the other strap off  

Master_joe: mmmmm 

livin_after_midnight: is that a devil on ur shoulder kelli? 



paula ramer: I am quite fine thank you, enjoying myself and doing little, if anything.l 

kelli-: leaning .. shaking my butt to the beat  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: that's good to hear sounds like a fine evening 

livin_after_midnight: stranglehold 

Master_joe: shake it 

livin_after_midnight: love this song 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: looks like it's a bit energetic this evening in here everyone seems to 

be having fun 

kelli-: skipping down the bar to the stange  

puckhound3000: who is doing this version? 

paula ramer: A few seem to be 

livin_after_midnight: its not ted 

kelli-: grabs the pole on the way past and spins  

puckhound3000: i knew that right away 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: nods they seem to be yes 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: how's the wine 

kelli-: IM Draz 

paula ramer: Not too bad, serviceable anyway 

livin_after_midnight: that bra is hot kelli 

kelli-: spins.. holds on with one leg and one arm  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: aye same here 

kelli-: hair flying  

livin_after_midnight: are u pole dancing kelli? 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: come here often? 

paula ramer: Not really, I was drifting around the land of pal for a while 

kelli-: wraps my legs around the pole and spins 

Master_joe: lucky pole  lol 

kelli-: hair flying out 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: ah I see i stop on when I can it's a fun place to hang out 

livin_after_midnight: this is a brothel right? 

kelli-: working the music  

livin_after_midnight: the real action happens upstairs 

kelli-: grabs the pole with both hands..  

kelli-: slips down .. to the floor 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: do any dancing ? 

kelli-: leans back legs still wrapped  

kelli-: hips hump the pole 

paula ramer: Some 

kelli-: working it hard  

Master_joe: jealous of a pole..lol 

livin_after_midnight: me too 

kelli-: straightens up  

kelli-: peeks around the pole 

danno_: smiles as i watch 



kelli-: reaching behind me with one hand  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: takes another sip of my wine.. nice 

kelli-: the bra loosens  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: I have 2 left feet lol 

Maxillary_Nerve: eyes focused  

kelli-: slips it down my arms and spins it around  

kelli-: lets it fly  

kelli-: giggles  

paula ramer: I have two right, so together we are going to be phenominal 

D r a z: woo hoo  kelli  

livin_after_midnight: lol 

Maxillary_Nerve: niceee  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: chuckles at Kelli 

Maxillary_Nerve: grins wide  

Master_joe:    

kelli-: working up the pole .. spins and hangs upside down  

danno_: mmm 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: grins well that's a good thing 

kelli-: hands to the floor .. breaks over to my feet  

kelli-: slow .. slinky dance  

D r a z:  grins watching kelli     as she  slides  to the floor   

kelli-: slowly turns to profile  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: sounds like fun as well 

kelli-: hands high  

Master_joe:    

kelli-: bends knees  

kelli-: works my ass  

kelli-: slowly rising 

danno_: watching intently 

kelli-: hands grasp the pole 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: works my hips  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: have any plans tomorrow 

kelli-: slowly moves around the pole 

paula ramer: Same ones that I had today 

kelli-: hands move down my nude upper body 

kelli-: thumbs under the waist band  

danno_: such a taut toned body 

D r a z: watches  intently as    kelli  sl;ides the  panties  

kelli-: hips sway as the band moves down slowly 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: sounds like a relaxing weekend 

Master_joe: o m g 

kelli-: lets them drop to the floor 



kelli-: drops to my knees 

kelli-: leans back  

Maxillary_Nerve: blinks  

kelli-: hips thrust to the beat  

kelli-: leans back farther  

kelli-: hair on the floor 

Master_joe:    

kelli-: head touching the stage  

kelli-: hips thrusting straight up  

kelli-: collapse  

danno_: o m g 

Master_joe:    

D r a z: woo hooo..............stands and applauds  ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, bravo  kelli  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: claps for Kelli great dance 

Master_joe:    

danno_: chooses to remain seated as i applaud vigorously 

Maxillary_Nerve: very nice  

kelli-: straightens up onto my knees  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: looks over at Paula 

danno_: awesome dance as always kelli 

kelli-: thank you guys 

kelli-: who was that guy??  Capt Obvious?? damn  

D r a z: livin ? 

kelli-: walks up the stage to the beat of the song to retrieve my robe 

kelli-: yes .. that guy 

kelli-: is this a brothel ? 

kelli-: sheesh 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: Paula mind if I send you a IM 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: well that is what the name says lol 

kelli-: slips the robe on  

kelli-: ties the belt 

kelli-: he asked if I was pole dancing after I spun on the pole ..  

D r a z: he was here to mess with us    ,.,,,,,,   spoiler  

kelli-: he almost got dotted  

kelli-: one more stupid remark  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: well you know some people lol 

D r a z:  he was makin g an assof himself  more than anything  

kelli-: yeah 

kelli-: I was sooo tempted to help him  

Maxillary_Nerve: nods  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: maybe he had a bit too much to drink 

kelli-: maybe he had a bit too much stupid 

kelli-: LOL omg 



Bearstormwhisperingwoods: well there is that lol 

kelli-: in the old days I would have chewed him up and spit him out 

kelli-: winks @ Draz  

kelli-: smiles 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: I just got a image 

danno_: lol 

kelli-: an image of what? 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: you chewing him up and spitting him out 

kelli-: not literally 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: I know 

kelli-: brb .. there is a draft up my robe 

 

 

 

kelli-: sits on GGs lap so he can't escape  

Al_dente_: keep telling here she looks great.. one day she'll belive it! 

greygriffin20: woohoo at least i got that out of it 

Al_dente_: hi Flagurl, sorry i didn't see you come in 

Flagurl1994:     hi 

kelli-: dancing on GGs lap facing the bar .. hands high .. hair flying to the hard beat 

Flagurl1994: back to hopping around, have fun 

kelli-: my tshirt letting the girls wiggle, jiggle, wabble but they don't sag down ... 

HAHAHAHAHA 

D r a z:   laffs  

Al_dente_: maybe if you leant forward  a bit 

kelli-: leant forward ... shakes shoulders  

kelli-: head back .. hair in GGs face  

kelli-: arching my back .. dancing hard  

Master_joe: gg is dead 

kelli-: all that does is make the nips harder Al LOL 

greygriffin20: woohoo 

greygriffin20: was taking in the sights 

kelli-: I think that the blood rushed south out of his brain so he couldn't reply.. he's alive 

and well LMAO 

Master_joe: lol 

kelli-: hops up on the arm rests of GGs chair .. facing him .. dancing  

Al_dente_: with all that dancing on him the blood went to join the action 

greygriffin20: *bites my bottom lip as i watch giving kelli a wink* 

kelli-: looks down at him looking at my skin tight tiny lil yoga shorts  

kelli-: leans forward.. flexing my butt muscles to the beat  

kelli-: hips swaying left left right right to the new song 



D r a z:          evening  puck   

puckhound3000: hi kelli 

kelli-: smiles down and winks @ gg 

puckhound3000: hi robin 

kelli-: hi puckie 

kelli-: waves as I dance on GGs chair 

D r a z:    kelli rocks all the way   

kelli-: workin my body above GG 

greygriffin20: *lets arms fall to the side of my chair so i dont make the mistake of 

touching when i shouldnt, looking up sticks tongue out at the wink* 

kelli-: leans back .. leans forward ... leans back.. leans forward  

kelli-: the baggy tshirt billowing as I lean  

kelli-: deep cut out arm holes offering quick glimps  

kelli-: jumps back to the bar ..  

kelli-: slowly turns .. dancing 

kelli-: winks back @ GG and wiggles my butt 

Al_dente_: watches kelli slowly turning 

kelli-: strutts down the bar in time to the music  

D r a z:  watches    the   littel rocker  as  she swings and   wiggles   

Al_dente_: think gg needs your stetson Draz! 

greygriffin20: *brings hands back up with a smile, continueing to watch the the sexy 

dancer* woohoos at the wiggle 

kelli-: stops near Al, Joe and Happy  

Al_dente_: winks 

kelli-: spins .. hair flies.. dancing  

mr_happy_thing_I: When Kelli gets close my temperature and pulse rate rise 

Al_dente_: that all ? 

Alert: hardcore_nudist reddotted by: D r a z 

kelli-: stands with my back to the boys, leans forward at the waist ..  

kelli-: bouncing my butt to the hard beat  

Al_dente_: hmmm those shorts ARE tight 

kelli-: bottoms of my cheeks peeking out 

D r a z: there goes robin    

ratherbe: night ppl  

kelli-: runs to the pole, catches it with one arms and spins  

mr_happy_thing_I: No, Al -- That's not all.  And I DON'T mean my blood pressure 

kelli-: legs fly up the pole .. head down spinning with one leg wrapped  

Al_dente_: wathes kelli working the pole 

kelli-: works higher .. arms catch and spins 

kelli-: wrappes pole.. peeks out from behind at the boys 

D r a z: smiles watching  the spining   body   

kelli-: smiles back at Draz and winks 

kelli-: hands release .. legs wrap .. spins  

kelli-: leans back  



kelli-: hair flys  

Al_dente_: hmmmm nice! 

D r a z:         so  thundersstruck  

mr_happy_thing_I: I can't keep my eyes off Kelli's shorts. 

kelli-: dancing .. legs holding the pole.. leaning back to almost whorizontal  

kelli-: grinding the pole  

D r a z: good golly   miss  kelli   ......  

kelli-: laffs .. hangs upside down of a second.. arms wrap the pole and spins 

kelli-: legs fly out  

kelli-: lands on the floor dancing 

D r a z: woo hoo 

kelli-: dancing back up the the crowd  

kelli-: spins.. dancing .. crazy little dance 

Al_dente_: eyes on the legs 

kelli-: snaps fingers to the new beat 

mr_happy_thing_I: Eyes still on the short 

mr_happy_thing_I: Shorts 

kelli-: toes the edge of the bar  

greygriffin20: hehe you can keep the shorts, ill take the rest hehe 

kelli-: legs apart .. left heel pounding the bar  

kelli-: hands move up my body .. into my hair  

kelli-: breaks into a wild dance  

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: shakes my hips and ass 

Master_joe: mmmm 

mr_happy_thing_I: THERE it is 

D r a z: watches   the wild kelli  as she shakes and  spins  

kelli-: leans forward .. working my body 

Al_dente_: <enjoying the curves 

kelli-: dancing.. left left right right .. snapping fingers 

Al_dente_: catches a glimpse thu the armhole 

kelli-: looks over @ Draz and winks 

kelli-: big smile 

D r a z: winks back  

kelli-: spins to Big and Rich  

D r a z: skynyrd 

kelli-: head moving hard.. hair flying..  

kelli-: oh yes.. I was testing you 

kelli-: wild dance  

kelli-: body moving every which way 

kelli-: hands high  

D r a z: hello evan   

kelli-: hips flying out left and right 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar  by evan and puckie 



evan51_1: hey. howsit going? 

Al_dente_: Hi Evan 

kelli-: working my shoulders .. leaning forward  

Al_dente_: just enjoying Kelli dancing 

kelli-: oops .. LOL 

kelli-: laffs and claps out the beat  

evan51_1: about to make it rain? 

D r a z:  grins at the clapping  

kelli-: hands on hips.. hips thrusting left and right  

Al_dente_: something's getting wet for sure 

Master_joe: brb 

kelli-: had to shift gears D 

kelli-: stands at the edge of the bar .. heel pounding beat .. hands on hips 

kelli-: hips thrust left left right right 

kelli-: hands move up slowly pulling the tshirt up my body 

mr_happy_thing_I: <~~~~~v Always enjoys Kelli's hipthrusts. 

Al_dente_: hmmm nice tummy 

kelli-: hips thrust harder  

D r a z: there she goes   .....   yes she moving ,.........  ready  for  the  good time  

greygriffin20: *leans in as i watch the sexy stomach getting exposed* 

kelli-: ties up the tshirt just under my boobs  

kelli-: hands high .. body moving to the beat  

kelli-: slowly turning 

D r a z:  hot traamp......littlecutie  

kelli-: working hips in a circle  

D r a z: hello flash    

flash2300: hi draz 

kelli-: jumping into the beat  

kelli-: working it hard 

mr_happy_thing_I: I'll be right back.  Don't let Kelli off the bar. 

kelli-: the tight tiny little shorts hugging me like skin  

mr_happy_thing_I: Well, I can't leave now. 

mr_happy_thing_I: The shorts are my favorite part of the dance. 

kelli-: giggles and shakes my ass at happy 

mr_happy_thing_I: Day-um !! 

flash2300: how tight are the shorts kelli? 

D r a z: wild wild woman  

Al_dente_: I like what is in them!! 

kelli-: I hope he knows the rules... as I step across to the arms of his chair and dance  

D r a z:  as tight as you can imagine flash  

flash2300: nice, real nice 

kelli-: looking down at happy.. smiling and dancing 

flash2300: what rules? 

mr_happy_thing_I: <~~~ Big smile 



kelli-: one leg on each arm rest  

kelli-: leans forward and back as I dance 

kelli-: leans forward and wiggles my shoulders 

mr_happy_thing_I: I love that fragrance she wears:   

kelli-: sweat?? 

mr_happy_thing_I: "Kelli"  by Dolce and gabbana 

kelli-: LMAO 

D r a z: pherenome   by  Musk  

mr_happy_thing_I: Although "Sweat" is fine, too. 

kelli-: ode du pousse 

Master_joe: smells like fish 

mr_happy_thing_I: Whatever the name.  I'd drink her bathwater. 

kelli-: jumps back to the bar .. dancing .. away from Joe 

D r a z: wb joe  

D r a z:       hello  sb 

Master_joe: lol 

kelli-: waves to smallboss as I dance down the bar  

smallboss45: hello draz 

smallboss45: hello kelli 

smallboss45: long time 

D r a z: ya must be allof 2 days  

kelli-: working the tied up tank top and skin tight tiny yoga shorts  

smallboss45: nah, more than that 

Al_dente_: the shorts clinging delightfully... 

kelli-: busy weekend.. winks @ Draz  

D r a z: busy 
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kelli-: two steps forward .. one back .. two forward .. one back .. hair flying  

smallboss45: yeah, pretty much so 

kelli-: lays out on the bar .. face down .. hands on the bar beside me 

flash2300: nite ya'll 

D r a z: grins watching  the crazy  

Al_dente_: night flash 

Master_joe: mm 

kelli-: pushing up .. arms straight.. hips thrusting to the beat  

D r a z: night harry 

kelli-: ducking my head and kicking into a somersault to my feet  

Master_joe: holdups a 9.5 sign 

Al_dente_: woo hoo! 

smallboss45: bravo 

kelli-: working my way to the pole 

kelli-: jumps up and spins 

kelli-: rocking .. and pushing my legs high over my head 



kelli-: spinning 

D r a z: grins watching  the  hot  little dancer    

Al_dente_: turns my head on an angle... hmmmm 

kelli-: stops and hangs from my legs upside down .. dancing 

Master_joe: iH 

kelli-: olleh 

smallboss45: so talented... 

kelli-: unties the tshirt and hold my hands down letting it fall to the floor  

D r a z:  shes a naughty little girl  ........and we like it that way  

greygriffin20: woohoo 

kelli-: legs wrapped.. hanging and dancing 

smallboss45: yes we do 

kelli-: grinding.. working against the pole 

greygriffin20: nods* 

kelli-: arms wrap .. spins and releases my legs  

kelli-: pulls in my legs.. wraps the pole.. peeks out from behind it 

Al_dente_: winks 

kelli-: grins 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: legs wrapped and holding 

kelli-: slowly moves to horizontal  

Master_joe: :   

Al_dente_: tilts head back 

kelli-: hair hanging as I dance  

kelli-: leans back farther 

kelli-: hands on the stage .. ass against the pole in a handstand 

greygriffin20: woohoo 

kelli-: flips to my feet and dances around the pole 

kelli-: hips slowly work the music 

D r a z: such a wicked way  with her  

kelli-: leans back against the pole 

smallboss45: you say wicked i saw incredible 

smallboss45: say... 

kelli-: hands move over my head wrapping around the pole 

kelli-: smiles.. head cocked .. innocent look 

D r a z: we dont believe that look 

kelli-: hands holding the pole above my head  

kelli-: hips grind ass against the pole 

smallboss45: not so innocent grinding 

kelli-: hands slowly move down my body 

kelli-: fingers wide apart  

kelli-: hips move side to side slowly to the rhythm 

Al_dente_: watches the fingers slide 



kelli-: fingers slip down the side of my skin thight yoga shorts 

D r a z: eyes on the  fingers  

kelli-: around my thighs to the inside  

kelli-: slowly rise on my thighs  

kelli-: right hand to the center  

kelli-: finger tracing the camel toe  

kelli-: drops to my knees  

kelli-: leans back 

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

kelli-: leans back farther 

kelli-: head touching the stage behind me 

Al_dente_: wathes the shorts tighten 

kelli-: hips thrusting straight up to the beat  

kelli-: collapse  

D r a z: stands and applauds  loaudly  .........woo  hoo  kelli    

Master_joe:    

Master_joe: wow 

Master_joe: starts to breathe again 

greygriffin20:        

kelli-: grabs my tshirt and pulls it on  

Al_dente_: stays seated and applauds... 

smallboss45: wow is all i can say 

Al_dente_: well done Kelli 

D r a z:   great dance kelli     

smallboss45: standing applause 

kelli-: thank you sooo much guys 

D r a z: holds out a LAB robe if needed  

Master_joe:    

kelli-: thanks Draz  

kelli-: takes the flowers from Joe and smiles 

kelli-: these don't smell like fish do they? 

kelli-: sticks out my tongue 

D r a z: laffs  

kelli-: sits in a vacant chair with all the boys 

Al_dente_: smiles and winks at kelli... 

kelli-: I haven't danced for that long in a while 

D r a z: winks at kelli    ....    great to see  you dance again  

smallboss45: you were terrific 

kelli-: thank you .. leans over the bar and gives Draz a long wet kiss... may I have a cold 

water please .. shakes my ass in the mirror I know he's looking in  

 

 



kelli-: head bops to "takin care of business" 

kelli-: stands in my chair .. sways back and forth to the song 

kelli-: plays a little air guitar  

D r a z:  watches   as  kelli swaays and swings  with the chair  

Master_joe: brb 

kelli-: need a towel joe? 

Maxillary_Nerve: watches the dancer 

kelli-: works the robe back and forth  

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: thrusts hips 

kelli-: one foot on the arm of my chair.. air guitar 

kelli-: winks at GG 

kelli-: where ever he went 

Maxillary_Nerve: lol 

kelli-: guess the pal monster got him  

D r a z:    laffs he lft some time ago 

Crossing the Rub1con: don't worry. I was watching 

kelli-: hey .. I was busy 

D r a z: helo rob 

robthedonk: hi draz 

Gabriela92: hello, Rob 

robthedonk: Hi gabriela 

kelli-: sits down so I don't get rob all excited and out of control  

kelli-: I wouldn't want him to hurt himself  

robthedonk: Thanks Kelli. I was just about to ask you to take it down a notch  

kelli-: giggles 

D r a z: that chair is still rocking  

kelli-: shhhh Draz LOL 

Maxillary_Nerve: lmao 

robthedonk: lol 

kelli-: jumps down to the floor and dances over toward max and rubi 

kelli-: spins flaring the robe  

Maxillary_Nerve: smiles at the dancer as she moves across the room 

kelli-: works the song  

Master_joe: back 

Master_joe: with ta towel 

kelli-: wild dance  

D r a z: wb joe  

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: spins ... stops infront of rubi and max  

kelli-: rockin the tune 

Crossing the Rub1con: whistles out loud 

Maxillary_Nerve: smiles... well hey there 



kelli-: leans in toward the boys..  

kelli-: snaps my fingers to the beat  

kelli-: shimmies my shoulders 

mr_happy_thing_I: Evening, everybody !! 

Crossing the Rub1con: reaching for some singles 

kelli-: snaps my head back and forth  

Gabriela92: Hello, Happy.... non-blue font, please. 

Maxillary_Nerve: Leans back enjoying the show.... 

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: robe rises  

Master_joe:    

D r a z:  watches  the  slow  gyrations  and the robe  

kelli-: hips moving the robe back and forth  

robthedonk: Oh my 

Maxillary_Nerve: heynow.... 

Crossing the Rub1con: watching the hem of the robe 

mr_happy_thing_I: Oh, Man !!  Is Kelli dancing again ?  WAIT !!  Lemme clean off my 

glasses. 

kelli-: working the beat  

kelli-: hean leaning back  

Master_joe: happy thing in blue  

kelli-: head  

kelli-: hair hanging down  

kelli-: looks at Max upside down and winks 

Maxillary_Nerve: winks back 

Master_joe: IH 

kelli-: elloh 

kelli-: olleh   spoo 

kelli-: spins and dances  

D r a z:   ʎןןǝʞ oןןǝɥ 

kelli-: ok now that's just not right 

kelli-: and you spelled it wrong .. show off LMAO 

mr_happy_thing_I: Is that Russian ? 

kelli-: dances down toward Draz 

D r a z: uʍop ǝpısdn ǝɔuɐp ıןןǝʞ sǝɥɔʇɐʍ 

Crossing the Rub1con: hurting my neck reading what draz is typing 

D r a z: laffs  

robthedonk: Somebody play dancing on the ceiling lol 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar and waits for the new tune 

kelli-: oh boy 

kelli-: does a crazy little dance infront of Draz 

Maxillary_Nerve: *watches the bar* 



D r a z: well thats alright  for me  

kelli-: spins.. flaring the mid thigh length robe 

D r a z:   living  on the celing   

D r a z: watches as the hips swirl round    

kelli-: leans forward .. shaking my butt to the beat 

Gabriela92: likes the extra glimpse of thigh as the robe edge rises 

robthedonk: Those hips... 

kelli-: raises my hands  

Maxillary_Nerve: Right there with ya gabi 

D r a z: wb gg 

kelli-: locks my fingers over my head 

kelli-: works my hips to the beat  

greygriffin20: thanks draz 

kelli-: slowly turns.. dancing 

kelli-: working my hips 

greygriffin20: *tilts head watching the hips as i find my seat* 

kelli-: leans forward .. shimmys my shoulders  

D r a z:  grins watchig everything shimmy   

kelli-: robe getting loose 

kelli-: pounds my left heel on the bar to the new rhythm  

kelli-: does the tongue in cheek .. fist moving toward and away to the "knows about 69" 

line in the song 

D r a z: feels the vibes of the stomping    and     watches the rythmn   ripple through kelli  

kelli-: winks @ Gab 

Gabriela92: winks back 

greygriffin20: woohoo 

kelli-: spins ... working the robe  

Maxillary_Nerve: smirks 

kelli-: lets the robe loosen as I dance hard  

kelli-: watching Draz as he watches me 

D r a z:  winks at kelli  as  she looks down  

Maxillary_Nerve: watches that robe lose its hold... 

kelli-: works my body hard to the wild beat  

D r a z:           smiles   seeing the robe   slolwy open  

Master_joe:    

kelli-: does a strutt up the bar to the new tune 

kelli-: hands on hips ... workin the beat  

D r a z: watches the strutt  ,,,, the music is in her blood  

kelli-: shimmies to the beat.. body moving front to back  

kelli-: workin it.. robe flashing little hints of skin  

kelli-: wild dance .. then air guitar  

D r a z: grins  watching   the skin revealed  

greygriffin20:    



kelli-: lifts on leg  

kelli-: leans back  

greygriffin20: woots 

Maxillary_Nerve: takes it all in..... 

kelli-: robe bottom splits open  

kelli-: spins.. dancing hard  

greygriffin20: *tries to get a better look* 

kelli-: dances to GG.. grabs his glasses.. cleans them on the robe and hands them back  

Master_joe:    

Crossing the Rub1con: glad I kept the contacts in 

kelli-: pulls the robe back by my hips keeping the top covering me .. thrusting to the new 

beat exposing one of the tiniest thongs on the planet  

greygriffin20: hehe 

Maxillary_Nerve: so tiny.... 

kelli-: hips moving to the beat  

greygriffin20:    

kelli-: working in circles 

kelli-: slowly turns my back  

D r a z:   woo hoo  ,,,,,,  those hips non stop 

Gabriela92: Hi, Roundaboutu 

kelli-: flips up the back of the robe, hips moving side to side, the sting of the thong 

disappearing in a certain place  

kelli-: string 

roundaboutu: Hi, Gabriela 

D r a z: laffs   

Mr Love - DJ: *slips in* 

Master_joe:    

Mr Love - DJ: smiles.. nice to see lights on Draz !!   

kelli-: leaning forward.. bouncing my ass cheek muscles to the rhythm  

D r a z: evening   Mr Love  

Mr Love - DJ: evening man !!  how you been Draz ?! 

kelli-: working my ass to the beat  

D r a z:   been great  thanks ..............kelli is dancing   

D r a z:   watching   that ass swing  

Mr Love - DJ: smiles.. thumbs up.. slips to the bar and sits 

kelli-: drops the robe over my butt and spins ... wild dance .. robe flying  

greygriffin20: woots 

kelli-: works to the edge of the bar  

kelli-: steps across to the arms of GGs chair  

kelli-: just as the song ends LOL 

greygriffin20: *grins* 

greygriffin20: aww 

greygriffin20: lol 



kelli-: ut oh .. what's this? 

D r a z:  hallelujah  ,,,,,,,its a second coming  

kelli-: who came first? 

Master_joe: chicken 

D r a z:  watches  those hips twist and turn  

kelli-: carefully holds the robe open so that my upper half is .. sorta covered .. dancing on 

GGs chair  

kelli-: looking down at him looking up  

kelli-: hips moving left right left right 

greygriffin20: *holds armrests so i dont touch, as i enjoy the show* 

Gabriela92: hello, Dazzas 

kelli-: read the banner Dazzas 

kelli-: waits for the next song 

kelli-: stands up straight .. hands on hips.. thrusting hard to the hard beat  

D r a z: watchs  as  the hips   pulse  to  the  beat   ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, hellraiser 

kelli-: hips swivel .. bends knees  

kelli-: brushing GGs cheek with my inner thigh  

greygriffin20: *tries to avoid nipping* 

kelli-: smiles down  

kelli-: giggles  

kelli-: squats down and dances in his face  

kelli-: barely covered chest inches from his nose 

greygriffin20: *tries to avoid licking, bites tongue* 

kelli-: giggles as he turns red  

D r a z: watches as  kelli teases  gg 

D r a z: hi Kath  

D r a z:  hugss 

kelli-: hands rest on my thighs as the new song starts  

Katharina143: slips in 

Katharina143: Draz.. hugsss 

kelli-: slowly move as the song establishes  

Katharina143: ohh kelli.. smiles 

greygriffin20: *bites bottom lip* woohoo 

kelli-: slowly stands from the squat  

greygriffin20:    

kelli-: hands move up inner thighs as I stand  

D r a z: thats dirty dynamite  

kelli-: slowly slip up over the tiny patch of material  between my legs  

greygriffin20:    

Gabriela92: Hi, Kath 

kelli-: one hand on my tummie .. the other on my hips .. as I look down at GG 

kelli-: steps back to the bar 

greygriffin20: *winks with a grin* 



kelli-: winks back .. smiles..  

kelli-: jumps into the new beat with a wild dance .. robe flying 

Katharina143: hi Gabi! 

Katharina143: watching kelli do her thing.. hehe 

kelli-: dances up to Joe 

D r a z: let  the god times roll  

kelli-: God has nothing to do with my dance Draz LOL 

Master_joe: mmm gripping armrests tighly 

Master_joe: yes he does  i sa ogod a lot during your dance 

kelli-: toes the edge of the bar infront of Joe 

D r a z: let the devilout  

Master_joe: I say "OH GOD" a lot 

kelli-: don't tell me that LOL om.. umm yeah 

Master_joe: this little piggy 

Katharina143: ones on your shoulder draz? lol 

kelli-: wiggles and shimmies .. leans toward Joe 

Master_joe:    

kelli-: leans back .. forward.. back  

Katharina143: ohhh 

kelli-: hips pick up the new beat  

Master_joe: mmmmmmm 

kelli-: swaying back and forth  

kelli-: hands on hips .. thrusting to the beat  

D r a z:  grins to see the wild little woman  thrust  

kelli-: spins .. robe flies ... wild dance ...  

kelli-: working the tune 

kelli-: hair flying 

greygriffin20: woohoo 

Master_joe: work it 

kelli-: swirls the robe .. works my ass  

Katharina143: ohhh lala...  

kelli-: spins.. robe flies wide open .. flashing  

Master_joe: firm little thing it is 

kelli-: hands close the top quickly 

greygriffin20: woots 

kelli-: smiles and winks at Draz 

D r a z: winks  back   

kelli-: licks lips slowly as I dance 

Master_joe: get teh little girls back in the robe 

kelli-: giggles at the song 

Katharina143: mmmm.. nice  

kelli-: heels pounds the bar 

D r a z: welcome   to   the house of sin  



kelli-: up on my toes .. wild MJ kinda dance 

D r a z: just a sexual  thing   

Master_joe: love it 

kelli-: works the song 

Katharina143: lol.. like the house of a cardinal..  

kelli-: spins .. robe flares  

Katharina143: wohooo 

greygriffin20:    

kelli-: runs to the stage.. grabs the pole and spins 

kelli-: wild flying spins .. legs over my head  

kelli-: robe falls to the stage 

greygriffin20: *claps looking forward to the pole dance* 

greygriffin20:    

kelli-: legs wrap pole .. spins ... hair flying 

Katharina143: yayyy.. that one lucky pole there! 

Master_joe:    

kelli-: hands upside down .. dancing on the pole 

kelli-: arm around the pole... kick legs out.. spins slower ..  

kelli-: pulls legs in .. wrap the pole 

kelli-: right side up 

D r a z: the thighs  grasping the pole  

kelli-: hugs the pole.. hips thrusting the pole in rhythm  

kelli-: peeks out from behind the pole as I thrust  

kelli-: grindssssss 

greygriffin20: woots 

kelli-: hands release the pole.. leans back  

Master_joe: oh god 

kelli-: hips thrusting in time to the slow beat  

kelli-: leans back farther  

D r a z: watches  the slow thrusts  

kelli-: hair handing down  

kelli-: hanging 

kelli-: hips slowly thrust and grind 

kelli-: leans all the way upside down  

D r a z:    light catching  the hairas it tumbles down  

kelli-: arms wrap the pole .. release legs .. spin  

kelli-: the barely there thong hugging me tightly 

kelli-: slides down the the floor  

greygriffin20:    

kelli-: does a slinky dance  

kelli-: leans forward .. shimming my shoulders  

kelli-: hands on hips 



greygriffin20: *enjoys the show* 

D r a z: smiles as  the   flexible   body shimmies accross  the stage  

kelli-: stands with my legs apart .. hands on hips .. working the beat  

kelli-: hands wander my skin  

kelli-: backs up against the pole 

greygriffin20: *licks lips as i watch* 

kelli-: slow slinky S moves against the pole behind me 

kelli-: hand on the pole over my head  

kelli-: other hand on my torso  

Master_joe: sneaks out for hot dream land..  

D r a z: night joe  

kelli-: slips my hand between my legs and thrusts .. stinking out my tongue at Joe as he 

leaves 

kelli-: moves around the pole 

D r a z: eyes follow kelli'smoves  

kelli-: peeks out at you 

kelli-: works against the cold metal  

kelli-: leans down and grabs the robe 

D r a z:   grins at  kelli   

greygriffin20:    

kelli-: throws it over my shoulders and dances toward the bar  

Gabriela92: whew!!!!! 

D r a z: woo hoo .. watches  kelli move closer 

kelli-: slips my arms in the holes as I dance infront of Gab and GG... winks @ Draz  

D r a z:  wipes  the bar ...........would  you like a drink kelli ? 

kelli-: drops to my knees 

greygriffin20: woohoo 

greygriffin20: oh dear 

kelli-: yes please  

kelli-: leans back .. thrusting to the beat  

kelli-: back farther 

kelli-: lets the robe drop where it may 

D r a z: watches  as  kelli leans weay way back  

kelli-: leans way back  

greygriffin20: agrees *nods 

kelli-: head touching the bar  

kelli-: hips thrusting straight up  

kelli-: collapse  

D r a z:      Bravo kelli 

greygriffin20:      

kelli-: thank you  

D r a z:     stands and applaauds   ................   

kelli-: it's been a long time 



D r a z:  pours 1 oz lemon juice, 1 oz orange juice, 1 oz pineapple juice and 2 oz of 

gingerale in a shaker with ice....shakes well....drains into a chilled collins glass filled with 

ice...garnishes with a slice of pineapple and a twist of orange...places the CINDERELLA on 

a coaster beside kelli * winks 

Gabriela92: fantastic, Kelli 

kelli-: gets up to my knees and closes the robe 

greygriffin20: very hot 

kelli-: takes a drink..  

kelli-: thank you everyone 

kelli-: sorry it was sooo long 

greygriffin20: thank you 

 

 

kelli-: dancing in my chair  

D r a z: carefulwith the ropes ...dont hang yourself  

kelli-: sways to the beat  

D r a z:     whistles  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: watching kelli dance  

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: oozing with self esteem no1  

no1special_1: hmmm 

flash2300: night yall 

kelli-: try not to let it drip on the floor ok? 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: night flash 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: lol 

kelli-: gonna miss it flash but oh well  

Al_dente_: Sure that's not pre-self esteem? 

kelli-: too much of it  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: well you do tend to bring "it" out of us 

kelli-: ohhhh sexy music 

D r a z:       bye f-f-f-f-f-f-flash  

no1special_1: thanks for the info...lol 

kelli-: sways head and shoulders one direction .. body follows  

kelli-: slinky lil S moves  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: watches every motion 

kelli-: he's right .. he's no1special  

greygriffin20: me either 

kelli-: yes you are GG 

greygriffin20: hehe aww 

danno_: i'm special  

greygriffin20: thanks 



kelli-: each of you is special in your own way  

D r a z:  I even went to special school  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: woot 

Master_joe: Short bus! 

kelli-: clean windows on that bus Joe 

D r a z: has an diction for windows ever since 

kelli-: I have a diction but it's not for glass  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: grins at Kello 

D r a z: we know what  you are addicted to  

kelli-: smiles .. hands high .. hips swaying with my body 

kelli-: do you? 

kelli-: smiles 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: aye 

danno_: blushes 

kelli-: looks at all the guys and just grins 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: grins back wicked 

kelli-: flashes the deep dimple on my left cheek  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: winks back 

Master_joe:    

kelli-: stands on my chair.. hands high over my head... feet apart ... knees bent... 

thrusting my hips hard to the rap beat  

Al_dente_: Oh.. That cvheek... ! 

danno_: mmm 

kelli-: dancin like a black chick  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: those cheeks aye 

D r a z: there we go  

kelli-: pulls up the bottom of the loose tshirt and ties it up under my boobs as I dance 

Master_joe:    

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: watches intently 

kelli-: the hip high waist of the yoga pants moving with me 

kelli-: slowly makes my chair move in a circle 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: i do love the way those hug every feature 

kelli-: giggles as the music stops 

kelli-: these are so tight, I almost have to wear them inside out LMAO 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: well you could jsut take them off wink 

kelli-: I could, but I'm not gonna ... for now 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: lol 

danno_: worth a try bear lol 

Master_joe: wellnot in main room 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: yep 

kelli-: it's legal over there.. points to the stage 

Master_joe: mmm true 

greygriffin20: or up there *points up stairs* 



kelli-: true 

kelli-: but not here... points to my chair 

kelli-: giggles 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: i like either one but (points up) that one is much more fun 

kelli-: would you guys be interested in a little dance show?  

Al_dente_: smiles..... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: grins sure 

danno_: i think i could count the no vote on zero fingers 

greygriffin20:    

kelli-: ok give me a minute to change.. brb 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: ok 

kelli-: I picked out an outfit for "y'all" 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: eagerly looks oh yeah 

Master_joe: i am going to bed BEFORE Kelli gets me too hot 

Master_joe: lol 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: night joe 

D r a z: sleeep well  joe  

greygriffin20: woohoo 

kelli-: returns in my LAB robe 

greygriffin20:    

D r a z: grins ,,,ready ? 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: lustfully looks at kelli oh oh 

Al_dente_: smile broadens 

kelli-: does a little dance up the back steps 

kelli-: smiles  

kelli-: Joe left HAHAHAHA 

kelli-: spins .. flaring the robe 

kelli-: dances down the bar  

kelli-: working the robe back and forth  

kelli-: letting it ride up on my thighs 

D r a z: watches  the  sweet  body   animate the robe  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: those hot legs oh my 

kelli-: leans forward and back  

Al_dente_: hmm.. those nice legs 

kelli-: letting the robe flow where it will  

danno_: eyes glued to the incredibly sexy kelli 

kelli-: working it hard  

kelli-: clapping over my head  

kelli-: rocking the joint  

kelli-: leans forward ... clapping out the beat  

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: one leg high  



kelli-: down to my knees  

kelli-: rolls on the bar  

kelli-: pops up to my feet  

D r a z: rocking the joint the way its meant to be  

Al_dente_: eyes follow the strenuous dance.... 

kelli-: dancing out as the song ends 

kelli-: pounds my left heel on the bar to the new beat  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: guys i really hate to leave especially while kelli is dancing 

but  ihave to go to work early tomorrow  

D r a z: well heck 

kelli-: waves to Bears  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: waves to kelli night 

Al_dente_: bye bears 

danno_: night bears 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: night guys 

kelli-: takes the robe belt and twirls it to the beat as I strutt down to Draz 

greygriffin20: *ignores bear continueing to focus on kelli* 

D r a z: smiles watching kelli approach   ....  

kelli-: dances infront of Draz  

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: hips workin the beat  

D r a z: looks deep into the robe  

danno_: watching how the robe brushes against her smooth legs 

Al_dente_: watches it rise at the back 

kelli-: robe rising on the back of my thighs 

kelli-: hands moving in circles infront of me 

kelli-: works my body to the beat  

kelli-: no sign of what's under the robe yet 

kelli-: strutts .. twirls the belt 

D r a z: those hips are bewitching  

kelli-: good song D 

kelli-: waits for it 

D r a z: wb gg 

kelli-: stands infront of Draz.. facing him  

greygriffin20: damn pal 

greygriffin20: thanks draz 

kelli-: working the beat hard  

kelli-: left heel pounding out the beat on the bar 

kelli-: feet apart  

kelli-: robe begins to loosen from all the movement 

D r a z:   grins  as i feel  the bar  vibrate  

D r a z: looks up the legs  

kelli-: swirls the belt .. hips move in circles 



kelli-: slips the robe off my shoulders.. leans forward  

kelli-: shimmies  

D r a z: ello tammy    

Al_dente_: Hi Tammy.... 

tammywestover: hi 

Al_dente_: watches the shoulders come into view 

kelli-: legs straight .. bent at the waist .. robe rising for the boys 

kelli-: black straps showing over my shoulders 

greygriffin20: *tilts head watching with anticipation* 

kelli-: silver rather 

Al_dente_: hmm nice thighs 

kelli-: dancing to the new beat  

D r a z: wild little woman  

kelli-: lets the front of the robe fall open to Draz  

danno_: watching intently 

kelli-: holds it open .. dancing .. working my body 

D r a z: winks up at kelli as i see whats under  the robe  

Al_dente_: watches Draz's expression 

kelli-: slips the robe off my shoulders and waves it around showing off ... 
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kelli-: working my body hard  

D r a z: woo hoo 

kelli-: lets the robe fly toward Draz  

kelli-: wild lil dance to wild lil woman 

Al_dente_: hmmm nice outfit.... 

D r a z: catches the robe and slips it inte back pack after folding it  

greygriffin20: woohoo 

kelli-: works to the edge of the bar  

kelli-: leans toward the boys.. dancing 

danno_: jaw drops as the stunning outfit is revealed 

kelli-: smiles as the music changes.. smoothing out the material in the front  

kelli-: body makes slow sexy moves to the new tune 

kelli-: hands move slowly over the exposed skin  

kelli-: hips working sexy little gyrations 

Al_dente_: watches Kelli's body in the skin tight outfit 

kelli-: slowly turning as I dance .. hands moving up my body 

Al_dente_: follows the hands 

kelli-: back to you, legs apart .. hands high .. slowly bends forward  

kelli-: ass cheeks flexing to the beat  

kelli-: bends more 

danno_: what a body 

kelli-: sways .. moving my hips to the music 

kelli-: left left right right 

D r a z: those hands  and cheeks     perfect  



kelli-: leans way down and waves between my legs and laffs  

kelli-: super tight bottoms holding in place  

greygriffin20: woohoo *waves back* 

kelli-: hands move up my thighs 

kelli-: as I straighten up  

danno_: loving how the material showcases kelli's cute tush to perfection 

kelli-: turn to profile  

kelli-: sways as the song ends 

kelli-: moves to the beat  

kelli-: hands on hips ... sways  

D r a z: those sensual sways   mathing the beat  

kelli-: gestures with my right hand  

kelli-: pushing back my long hair 

kelli-: leans back letting it hang down behind me 

kelli-: hips thrust to the beat .. left left right right 

kelli-: hands move high  

kelli-: body working the rhythm  

Al_dente_: follows the curves..... 

kelli-: swaying.. thrusting.. hips swiveling 

danno_: mesmerised 

kelli-: slowly turning as I dance 

kelli-: hands seductivly move down my body 

kelli-: over my hips 

kelli-: to my thighs 

kelli-: come together in the middel  

kelli-: middle 

greygriffin20: *bites bottom lip as i watch the hips move and hands slide across her 

body* 

kelli-: move up the center ohhh sooo slowly 

Al_dente_: hmmmmmm 

D r a z: grins watching   thefingers   as they stretch langorpusly up 

kelli-: tracing the camel toe as my fingers move up 

danno_: mmmm 

kelli-: smiles as I watch everyone watch me 

Al_dente_: winks..... 

kelli-: fingers trace the waist band holding tightly around my hips just below my waist  

greygriffin20:    

kelli-: hips sway left left right right 

kelli-: does a sexy dance to the stripper like music 

kelli-: hands under my boobs 

kelli-: leans foward ... shimmies 

kelli-: the little girls jiggle and wiggle as I move 

D r a z: gsuch  pefect little breasts  



danno_: winds my tounge back in 

kelli-: smiles at the song as I break into a wild but slowish dance 

greygriffin20:    

kelli-: thumbs move under the should straps and tug  

D r a z: such a naughty  little girl .............and we wilke it that way  

kelli-: pulling them out and down my shoulders  

greygriffin20: woohoo 

kelli-: working them off my shoulders one at a time as I dance infront of you 

kelli-: stands at the edge of the bar.. feet apart .. leans forward .. hair flying 

kelli-: arching my back  

kelli-: ass sticking out 

kelli-: working my head and  shoulders 

kelli-: music cutting  

Al_dente_: hmm the tightening outfit. 

kelli-: maybe 

greygriffin20: damn you pal 

kelli-: straightens up as the music changes  

D r a z: music is ok  ? 

kelli-: fingers run through my hair  

kelli-: yes .. thanx 

kelli-: standing facing you 

kelli-: feet still apart  

kelli-: hands in my hair 

kelli-: body swaying 

danno_: delicious body 

kelli-: leans back  

D r a z: looks up to watch the sway   

kelli-: hands move down  

kelli-: over my bare skin  

kelli-: fingers play with my waist band as my hips sway to the blues  

kelli-: thumbs tuck just under the band .. hips swivel  

kelli-: watching the eyes widen  

D r a z: eyes wide open taking in the sight  

kelli-: slowly rolls the waist band one roll as I sway  

kelli-: fingers toy with the newly exposed skin as I watch you 

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

kelli-: sexy lil S moves as I bend my knees  

kelli-: hands wander my skin 

D r a z: smiles watching the fingers wandering  all over  

kelli-: press my fingers under the waist band facing down just ahead of my hips  

kelli-: pushing out .. stretching the band 

danno_: watching the tantalising actions of kelli's fingers peeling the waist band, the 

sexy smooth skin exposed 



Al_dente_: gulps.... 

kelli-: letting it roll down over my knuckles  

greygriffin20: *bites lip harder enjoying the tease* 

kelli-: fingers move around my hips moving the band down all the way around my body 

kelli-: hands on my skin, moving up and all over my skin as I dance a slow slinky dance 

Al_dente_: the new skin revealed...... 

kelli-: working the new slow beat  

kelli-: slowly turning 

kelli-: hands in my hair 

kelli-: hips swivel as I dance 

kelli-: lots of skin  

kelli-: slow sexy dance  

kelli-: hips working in circles 

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: fingers move down my sides  

kelli-: over my hips  

Al_dente_: eyes the hips moving side to side 

danno_: rests my hat on my lap 

kelli-: pushing the waist band very low.. almost straight across  

kelli-: barely covering 

kelli-: slowly turning toward you 

D r a z: waits with baited breathe  

kelli-: hands high.. facing up .. hips pumping with the beat 

kelli-: drops to my knees  

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: leans back farther 

Al_dente_: moans quietly 

kelli-: hair touching the bar behind me 

kelli-: hips thrusting straight up to the pounding beat  

kelli-: head touching the bar  

kelli-: collapse  

D r a z: woo hoo  

D r a z:  stands and applauds   

Al_dente_: yay!!   

Al_dente_: well done Kelli 

D r a z:   very sexy kelli   ,............BRavo   

kelli-: thank you 

greygriffin20:    

kelli-: straightens up on my knees  

D r a z:  reaches into the back pack and puylls out the robe    and holds it open      

danno_: awesome dance as always kelli, you are amazing 

kelli-: carefully gets to my feet  

kelli-: tugs up the waist band before I loose the bottoms 



greygriffin20: aww hehe 

kelli-: giggles ... backs into the robe as Draz holds it open for me 

kelli-: flashes GG and    

D r a z: smiles and ties the belt  

kelli-: leans back against Draz and looks up  

greygriffin20: woohoo 

greygriffin20: hehe 

kelli-: thanks for the music  

D r a z:    smiles well done   kelli 

D r a z:    my pleasure   

kelli-: stretches up and gives you a kiss 

D r a z:  smiles and  kisses  you back and strokes my  hands on your back  

kelli-: mmmm  

kelli-: does a hot little walk / dance back to my seat  

 


